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INTRODUCTION 

This Manual is based on the Massey- Ferguson 65 Standard 

Tractor o Once the basic training principles involved in driving and 

maintaining this tractor are grasped 1 they can be readily applied to the 

other types of Massey-Ferguson tractorso 

The Manual is divided into three main sections 1 viz, Driving :. 

Maintenance j and Field Operations such as ploughing !, planting and 

harvesting, Included in Driving is a lesson on traffic regulations o This 

lesson has been included because the tractor shares the roads with other 

vehicles, animals and pedestrians. It is essential, therefore !, that the 

driver of a tractor should know the Road Safety rules and realize their 

importance. 

The section on field operations has been dealt with in summary 

form. Ploughing alone could e. g, be a subject for a complete training 

manual since there are various methods of ploµghing which depend for their 

choice on several factors, such as the terrain, the nature of the crop� etc, 

An attempt has been made nevertheless to provide some training guides with 

regard to these important farm activities. 

L 

The Manual does not claim to train the trainers. It must be seen 

as a guide which the trainer of Bantu tractor drivers may find useful. A full

time trainer is expected to be thoroughly familiar with a tractor and how it 

should be handled before he uses this guide for training purposes, 

Bearing in mind present circumstances it is strongly suggested 

that trainers should be in possession of the Junior Certificate and be fully 

conversant with the language in which the manual is written. 

Our experience has shown that, as a rule, the tractor drivers 

on farms have a low, if any :1 standard of education. They manage to carry 

out simple implement adjustments o It is questionable, however, whether a 

totally / . .  , . 



totally illiterate tractor driver could carry out certain maintenance 

adjustments� such as adjusting the clutch 9 which require accurate and 

precise measurements O Nor would it be easy for such a driver to make 

use of the peg- board with its letters and figureso For this reason 9 we 

suggest that prospective trainees should either have a minimum qualification 

of Standard V or a comparable literacy leveL Without this level of 

literacy it is doubtful whether they would benefit by training through 

this manuaL 



LAYOUT OF THE MANUAL 

Lesson I Introducing the Tractor� 

The learner driver is shown the various parts of the tractor, 

Only those parts which are manipulated or referred to in driving are included, 

The learner driver is shown where these parts are located ? and told what 

each one is used for, 

Lesson II Basic Maintenance Reguirem ents: 

Teaches the basic steps to be taken before the engine of a tractor 

is started, It teaches how to check and top up with engine oi1 9 water and 

diesel fueL 

Lesson III Familiarization with the Controls of a Tractor : 

The learner driver learns to manipulate the tractor controls to 

move the tractor from one position to another� forwards and in reverse, 

Lesson IV Driving along Public Roads 

Teaches the learner driver the most important rules of the road 

and road signs, Knowledge of these is necessary 1 especially if the tractor is 

driven along public thoroughfares, 

Lesson V Tractor Maintenance : 

Teaches the learner driver how to service the tractor� and how to 

record services on the pegboard, 

Lesson VI Operating in the Fields: 

The most frequently used farm implements are introduced and 

the learner driver is taught how to work with these attached to the tractor, 

3, 



Introductory talk given to the Learner Drivers 
The trainer should begin the course with an introductory talko 

This talk should not be too long as this may bore the pupils; at the same time 
it must include all the important points which should show the learners the 
role farming plays in our community o The importance of the role they will 
be expected to play as tractor driver must be emphasizedo The driver's 
role is not simply to drive the tractor but also to see to its proper and 
economic handling, 

The talk may run along these lines:-

40 

"I welcome you to this very important courseo I say 'important' 
because you are going to learn to handle a complicated and expensive machine 1 

viz O the tractor O To appreciate the importance of a tractor
:; 

I want you to 
think of a large field of sugar-cane

:; 
or mealies 3 or potatoeso It may cover 

hundreds of morgen or acreso Imagine that there were no tractor to plough 3 

harrow 3 plant and cultivate crops on this field, We would use oxen 9 or 
donkeys or muleso Men and women would also be employed to help these 
animalso Think of the number of ox teams ) the number of men and women 
we would require

? 
and the length of time it would take to plough just one field 

As a result 9 there would be no time to rest 9 our children would have to spend 
most of their time in the fields and not attend school 0 

"The tractor can plough 5 
plant and cultivate most crops very 

fasL The driver of a tractor is the one man who does the thinking for the 
tractor o You must realize that farmers have to farm on a large scale because 
they do not think only of themselves and their families, They think of millions 
of men 9 women and children all over the country, even in other countries" 
They must provide food for millions of people who live in large cities and 
cannot provide their own crops because they have no fields o Think of anything 
you eat 5 and you will find that the farmer has contributed something

9 
if not 

everything 9 towards its production, 
"The tractor costs about two thousand rand to buy and a lot of money 

to keep it running" It can live for many years operating well
:; 

depending on how 

the IO o ,  



the driver treats it , If he treats it well 9 it requires very l ittle money to 
5 ,  

repair , because it does  not have many breakdowns , What is more 9 the farmer trusts a driver who keeps his tractor weU and this driver is in demand wherever he goes ,  He never runs out of a job , If , however , a tractor breaks down too often 9 the farmer will not hesitate to blame the driver ,  If the break- down is serious and is due to the driver ' s  carelessness or ignorance 9 the driver may be fired and thus he and his chlldren may suffer ,  
"Most o f  the breakdowns on  tractors are due to the ignorance of the drivers who are not able to do the correct thing, You are here to learn the correct ways of handling a tractor ,  This course is aimed at  teaching you not only how to drive the tractor but also how to service it correctly a 

"Anything you will be taught here wiH be meaningless  unless you practise iL You may have had wide experience with the tractor 9 but we believe you do not know everything , There is still rpuch useful knowledge which you wiH be able to pick up , 
"Before we start with the first lesson I would just briefly like to mention to you all the different things that a tractor driver has to do , 
1 1A tractor driver does morE than merely operate a tractor , He has to use it 9 together with farming implements 9 to carry out a variety of operations such as ploughing 9 cultivating 9 spraying crops with insecticides 9 operating a baler ,  etc , His job involves driving the tractor along roads or in the fields , adjusting speed and direction of travel by selectively (and sometimes simultaneously) manipulating gears � brakes , clutch and other controls , He also has to attach implements to the tractor by means of l ink connections and set or adjust implements (e , g ,  width of spaces between planter units) according to the particular operation to be performed " Then 9 he must also control and manoeuvre both tractor and attached implements to carry out farming operations 9 ensuring for instance that crop rows are evenly spaced and that the earth-working implements are at the correct depth .) etc , 
"In addition ; he must keep the tractor clean ,1 and service it at set intervals according to a standard maintenance procedure " Service requirements include 9 for instance j adjusting brakes 5 cleaning or changing oil filter element:3 adjusting fan belt tension 9 draining primary fuel filter , etc , 
"While driving 3 he must constantly ensure that the tractor is functioning properly 9 e, g, by checking panel instrument readings and listening to engine sounds , "  



SEC TION A DRIVING 
LESSON I 
INTRODUCING THE TRAC TOR 

The object of this lesson is to let the learner driver become 

familiar with the tractor o He must know all the parts and controls which 

he will manipulate and to which he will refer when he drives iL 

Equipment � Two tractors of the same type � and a long stick
9 

about 3 feet � 

to be used for pointingo 

Layout � The two tractors are parked in such a way that the front ends are 

nearly touching and facing away from the learners � while the rear ends are 

apart and facing towards the learners , 

Front 

Rear Rear 

Learners 

Diagram showing the position of the tractors in 
relation to the learners 

This arrangement enables the learners to see the left and right sides of 

the tractor without moving from their position . 

It is important that the learners know the names and location of 

the driving controls 9 instruments and other parts of the tractor before they 

begin to use these o 

Conduct of the Lesson: The instructor names and points with a stick at 

the tractor as a whole o Then he points at the major divisions of the 

tractor 9 namely ; 



Fig . 1 :  Some tractor controls .  A .  Gear shift lever . B .  Dual Range Selector lever . C .  Clutch pedal . 
D .  Brake pedals . E .  Hydraulic Take-off points . F .  Hydraulic control levers . G .  Platforms . 
H .  Inter-locking latch . (from Mas sey- Ferguson) 



L Engine 2 o Transmission 3 o  Wheels 
Instructor then ment10ns those parts which are used when setting the tractor in motion , L e o the driving controls o  He explains what each control is used for , As he points at each control and mentions it by name the learners repeat after him o 

a) b) 
Driving controls and what they are used for �  

Combined starter switch Fuel cut-off for starting the engine , for stopping the engine , 

7 ,  

c )  d) Gear Shift lever Dual Range Selector lever for engaging forward and reverse gears , for selecting the high or low range o e; Clutch pedal f) Brake pedals g} Parking latch 
h) Seat i) Foot rest 
j )  Steering Wheel  k; Hand control lever 
l) Interlocking latch 

for disengaging the transmissiono for stopping the tractor o for locking the brakes , i ,  e ,  keeping them on when tractor is stationary a for sitting on , for restmg feeL for controlling direction of tractor 0 for increasing or decreasing engine speed o for combining the two brake pedals , 
After he has pointed to and named each control about three times  9 the instructor asks every I earner to identify each one of them 0 

He then turns to consider the second group of instruments j which indicate the way a tractor is functioning in other words 9 the danger signals , These are � 
a) Tractormeter 
b) Oil pressure gauge c) Ammeter 

which is a combination of tachometer 9 speedometer and equivalent hourmeter , which indicates oil pressure , which shows the rate of battery charge o 



Fig . 2 :  Starter switch . (from Massey- Ferguson) 



The third group of parts consists of those with which a tractor 

driver comes into contact daily 9 although they may not be directly involved 

in starting 9 steering or stopping the tractor ,  These parts are � 

(i) Transmission filler cap which closes the opening to 
the transmission , 

(ii )  Power Take- off (PTO) Lever which engages the power take
off (PTO J shaft , 

(iii ) Transmission Oil dipstick which is used for checking the 
level of oil in the transmission , 

(iv) Hood which covers the radiator ,, fuel 
tank and batteries , 

8 ,  

(v) Grille which acts as a screen for tractor 
radiator against chaff 9 insects 1 etc , 

(vi) Fuel Tank which stores fueL 

(vii )  Battery which provides electricity used 
by tractor ,  

(viii) Radiator which stores water for cooling 
the engine , 

(ix) Control levers these levers connected to the 
hydraulic system are used for 
keeping the implements at 
required depth , 

(x) Wheel valve through which air is pumped 
into wheels , 

For the parts and for the instruments ? instructor follows the 

pattern of pointing at each part , mentioning its name and its use. The learners 

repeat the words after him, Then he asks each learner to identify the various 

parts and to mention their uses :, until the learners know all the parts, 



Fig . 3: Instrument panel of the M- F 35  Standard Tractor showing,  from left to right : 

Oil pressure gauge , Tractormeter , Ammeter . (from Massey- Ferguson) 



LESSON II 

BASIC MAINTENANCE REQUIREME NTS 

The Object of this lesson is to teach the basic steps to be taken even before 

the engine of a tractor is started , It is important that the learners are made 

conscious of all the precautionary measures in the proper maintenance of a 

tractor as early in their training period as possible . These steps lead to the 

checking of engine oil , radiator water and diesel fueL 

� .  

Equipment : Clean muiton cloth ,  a stick about 3 ft . long � 2 pints of engine oil , 

funnel j 2 gallons diesel fuel j 1 gallon of water � one tractor .  

Layout : A tractor with engine oil , radiator water and diesel fuel drained 

to levels just below the ones accepted as normal 9 is  parked in front of the 

learners ; a table or trolley , on which the rest of the equipment is placed , 

stands in front of the learners , between the tractor and the learners , It is 

important that the learners be able to see all the equipment and the tractor 

clearly , 

Conduct of the Lesson: The Instructor revises Lesson I by asking each 

learner to identify and to mention the uses of the various parts of the tractor , 

He then introduces the subject by explaining that a tractor 9 like a 

human being , has certain needs which are basic and must be met if that tractor 

has to function at all . The engine needs oil to lubricate it and water to cool it , 

For a tractor to move � diesel fuel is necessary , Elaborate on , and m ention 

reasons for these needs , e .  g, movement of engine parts causing friction , the 

fact that the engine becomes too hot when it is running and that water is 

therefore essential for those engines which are water cooled , A tractor will 

only run as long as it has fuel , but if it has too little or no water j it will not only 

stop , but great harm can be done , such as the cracking of the engine or parts of 

it , e . g .  the pistons , and other parts burning out 9 e ,  g, - bearings , To repair the 

damage caused by shortage of oil or water is very costly , It can ruin a new 

tractor completely . 

A tractor has several other needs , but the m inimum basic needs 

are oil , water and fueL It must be impressed on the learners that before a 



driver climbs on the seat 9 he must check to ensure that there is enough 
of each of these , 

The following are exercises designed to help learners 
check oil , water and fuel 9 respectively , They are presented in descending 
order of importance 9 L e , the first is the most important j followed by the 
second most important 9 and so on , 

1 0 ,  



Fig . 4 :  Position of  the radiator , fuel tank and batteries with the hood open . (from Mas sey- Ferguson) 



Exercise l o  

Checking and topping engine oil 

The object of this exercise is to train learners in the method of 

determining the level of oil in the engine and to add some 9 if this is 

necessary o 

Check oil level when the tractor is standing leveL Remember 

also that oil level reading must not be made immediately on switching off the 

engine o About ten minutes must be allowed to pass after switching off to 

allow oil to settle down in the sump, EMPHASI ZE CLEANLINESS, 

The whole process consists of pulling out the dipstick, wiping 

it j replacing it 1 pulling it out again , reading the level :1 wiping it and replacing 

it , then adding the required quantity of oiL Instructor demonstrates this 

process (without adding oil; three times 9 each time moving round with the 

dipstick for the learners to see for themselves the level marks and the actual 

oil level o 

Instruct learners as follows : 

Exercise l o  Break-down Sheet 

Subject: Checking and TopQ_ing-up Engine oil , 

Stages 

Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for the 
learner to master , 

1 .  Have tractor parked 
on level ground . 

Key Points 

Anything in a stage which might : 
Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv soecial information 

Before you check oiL1 the tractor must be 
leveL 

l L  

2. Wipe area surrounding 
dipstick hole . 

Use a clean piece of mutton cloth to avoid any 
dirt dropping into engine when dipstick is 
removed , 

3 0  Pull the dipstick ouL Push your forefinger into the hook and gently 
pull the dipstick ouL 



4 0 Wipe the dipstick , 

5 o Replace the dipstick o 

6 0  PuJl the dipstick OUt o 

7 ,  Read the oil level o 

8 0  Replace the dipstick , 

9 o If oil level is low 9 wi.pe 
the area around filler cap , 

100  Open the filler cap o 

I L  Add oiL 

1 2 0  Replace capo 

1 3 0  Check the oil level again o 

Use a clean piece of mutton cloth , You wipe it 
to ensure that no splashed oil remains on the 
reading marks C 

Make sure that you push it as far as it wiH go o 

Pvsh your forefinger into the hook and gently pull 
the dipstick ouL Keep the end of the dipstick 
furthest from your hand pointed downwards o 

Note the point at which oil mark ends in relation 
to the "Max' '  and "Min" lines on the dipstick o 
If just below "Maximum I I  mark there is enough 
oiL If below nMin" line , oil must be topped 
Up o 

Make sure that you push it as far as it will go , 

Use a clean mutton cloth to avoid dirt 
entering engine . 

Pull one end open , If screwed on 9 turn the 
cap anti- clockwise 0 

Refer to colour code on the Maintenance Chart in 
selecting your oil O Make sure you use the right 
grade of oiL DO NOT USE GEAR BOX OIL Add 
the oil little by little to avoid adding too much . 

Make sure that it does not introduce dirt into 
engine , Make sure that the cap fits well and is 
not askew o Tighten it up sufficiently so that 
it is firm 0 

Keep on checking the oil level as you add oil o 
This will prevent thE danger of adding too 
much oil . 



Exercise 2 ,  

Checking and topping- up radiator 

The object of this exercise is to teach the learners the method 

of determining the level of water in the radiator and how to add water H there is 

not the required amounL 

The process consists of unscrewing the filler cap 9 looking 

through the opening for level of water 9 adding water and replacing the filler cap , 

Instructor demonstrates this to learners '; who should stand close by , 

It is important to warn learners that they should never pour cold 

water into a hot engine as this may crack iL They should also be told that 

excessive loss of water might be an indication of a leak somewhere 'j and this 

should be checked, 

If the tractor runs out of water away from a tap or another 

source of water it is very important that the driver of the tractor should stop 

the tractor immediately , switch off the engine , and walk to fetch water , 

HE MUST NOT DRIVE THE TRACTOR TO WHERE WATER IS o 

Instruct learners as follows: 

Exercise 2 0  Break- down Sheet 

Subject : Checking and Topping-up Radiator 

Stages 

Go through the job or Subject 
Select suitable portions for the 
learner to master " 

L Wipe area surrounding 
filler cap, 

2., Remove the filler cap 0 

Key Points 

Anything in a Stage which might� -
Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv soecial information 

Use clean mutton cloth to avoid dirt 
entering radiator , 

Unscrew slowly in an anti- clockwise direction o 
If the engine has been running � cap may be hot , 
in which case it is advisable to hold it with a 
cloth , Keep your head away to avoid steam 
and hot water splashing in  the face o I 



3, Check water level. Look into the opening , If there i.s enough 
water, it will show at the top 9 insideo 

4 ,  If there is not enough Use clean water 9 in fact so clean that you too 
water 9 add some o can drink it o Do not pour water if the engine 

is still very hoL Add water to a point where 
it shows at the top , 

5 ,  Replace the cap O Screw the cap on securely , 

6 ,  Check hoses and clamps, Open grille to inspect all the clamps and hoses 
leading from radiator to engine o If necessary 
t�.ghten the screws on clamps with a screw 
driver, 

7 ,  Remove the trash from front Use your hand , Anything else , e o  g ,  metal 
of radiator , or wood q may damage the radiator , Too much 

trash interferes with the cooling function of 
the radiator , 



Exercise 3 o  
Checking and filling up Fuel Tank 
The object of this exercise is to teach learners how to check 

fuel in the tank and,  if it is too low , how to fill it up o The process consists of 
unscrewing the filler cap 9 checking the level of fuel it contains 9 adding fuel 
and replacing the cap o As in all other operations 1 CLEANLINESS must be 
emphasized o In addition 9 open fires such as burning matches � must be 
kept away from the open tank For this reason " it is important not to smoke 
when filling up with fuel , 

To emphasize the danger of having open fire near fuel j 

instructor pours a little fuel into a receptacle , He puts this away from the 
tractors and other objects 9 strikes a match stick and then throws it into the 
fuel containing receptacle , 

It is advisable to fill up when the engine is still hot 9 because 
it helps to prevent the formation of water droplets in the tank , caused by 
condensation of vapour in an empty tank There 1s a chance that these water 
droplets could accumulate j get into the fuel system and damage the 
injectors 

Instruct as follows: -
Exercise 3 0 Break-down Sheet 
Subject : Checking and Filling up Fuel Tank 

Stages 
Go through the job or SubjecL Select suitable portions for the 
learner to master 

L Wipe top of the tank 
and filler cap o 

2 o  Remove filler cap , 

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage which might : -Affect quality 

Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv soecial information 
Use a clean mutton cloth so that no dirt gets 
into the fuel tank o 
Unscrew cap in an anti- clockwise direction , 



3 0  Check amount o f  fuel Look into the tank to see level of fuel inside " in the tanko 
4 o  Wipe funnel 

9 
nozzle of The inside as well as the spout of the funnel hose  or suction pump o or anything used for pouring fuel into tank mllst be spotlessly clean and dry before they are usedc  

5 o  Put funnel spout into Ensure that the funnel rests firmly as it may mouth of the tanko easily be upset and cause fuel to sprn , 
6 0  Pour fuel into tanko Be careful not to over-fiH the tank hot leave about 1 lnch space from the top , 
7 o  Replace filler cap o  When the funnel has been removed 9 replace the filler cap and screw it on tightly 9 making sure that it is s traight and gripping welL 
8 0  Wipe around filler Some diesel fuel may have spilled over " If cap and top of tankc left there unwiped 9 it may attract dust to the tankc 

Conclusion 
Throughout this lesson,. emphasis has been placed on cleanliness "  

The idea i s  to impress upon learner drivers that dirt i s  likely to affect  the 
performance of a tractor if it is allowed to enter the engine O It may even block 
fuel pipes and thus interfere with the free flow of fuel in the tractor 0 

Learners must be able to see every phase of the operation , They 
must also practise every operation until they have mastered iL A single 
practice is therefore inadequate , 

When the learners have mastered the exercises in this lesson , 
they are ready for the next � which fam iliarizes them with the controls of the 
tractor and introduces them gradually into the actual manipulation of these 
controls � resulting in the movement of a tractor " 



LESSON Ill 

FAMILIARIZATION WITH THE CONTROLS O F  A TRACTOR 

The object of this 1.esson 1s to guide learners through all the 
steps necessary to move a tractor from one pomt to another � in a forward 
or reverse direction " It cons ists of exercises which teach the learners how 
to correctly climb on to a tractor seat, through starting a tractor engine , up 
to moving a tractor in reverse into an indicated position , This of necessity 
requires the proper and orderly manipulation of all the tractor controls ,  
Equipment : A tractor s a stick about 3 feet long to be used for poinUng o 
4 poles about 6 fL long and 5 inches in diameter . a jack and wooden blocks 
to be used as stilts , 
Layout : The lesson is conducted in an open space which must have a 
fairly even surface The ground must  be flaL An area of 7 0  ft , by 70 fL 
would be ideal . Nothing likely to obstruct the tractor must be allowed in the 
training area , 
Conduct of the Lesson : Instructor revises  Lesson Il by asking 
learners to describe how the basic maintenance check-ups are carried ouL 
Then he briefly asks the learners to identify the controls of the tractor and to 
mention their uses . 

1 7 .  

Instructor next tells the learners the object of the Lesson o  He 
tells them that before they can drive a tractor 9 they must realize that safety is 
very important . whether driving during field operations or on public roads " 

The Lesson is divided into several exercise s ,  Instructor drills the 
learners on one exercise at a time ensuring they have mastered it before passing 
on to the next. He demonstrates to the learners as he explains verbally 
what he is doing and why he is doing it , 



Fig.  5 :  Sitting position on tractor . Note the position of the foot . (Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



Exercise l ,  
Preliminary checking and sitting in Driver vs pos1ti.on 
The object of this exercise is to teach the driver the pre1imina ry 

precautionary measures which must btt-: taken before a tractor is started , 
These measures include checks made on oil , water and fuel 9 treated in some 
detail in Lesson II , as well as the position in which certain controls must be 
when a tractor is parked ,  

The Instructor demonstrates by checking oil 9 water and fueL 
He mounts the driver 's seat and checks that the latch on the brakes is on , 
the Power Take-Off lever (P O T, 0 ,  leverJ is in the neutral position and that 
the fuel cut-off is in the stopping position , 

Exercise l o  Break-down Sheet 

Subject � Preliminary checking and sitting in Driver 's position 

Stages 
Go through the job or Subject 
Select suitable portions for the 
learner to master ,  

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage which might : -

Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv soecial information 

18 , 

L Check engine oiL See that the level of oil as shown on dipstick 
is not below the minimum level mark , If there is not enough 9 add some , 

2, Check water in radiator , 
3 0  Check diesel fuelo 
4 o  Mount the driver 's seaL 

If there is not enough , add clean water , 
Fill up if there is not enough o 

Mount on the left hand side of the tractor grip 
the steering wheel with your left hand; place 
your left foot on the platform; grip the 
mudguard with your right hand ; heave yourself 
up and pass your right foot near the gear levers 
to the right platform, Sit on the seat , Make 
sure the seat is firm , 



5 o  Check that the brake is 
engaged firmly o 

6 0  Ensure that the P o  To 0 0  lever is in the neutral 
positiono 

7 o Ensure that the fuel 
cut-off control is in 
the stopping positiono 

1 9 0  

The brake is on your righL See that it remains 
depressed and held in that position by the latch 
which should be engaged o Feel the firmness 
of the latch with your right hand o 
There are three possible positions marked for 
P o  To 0 0  lever � "Engine Po To  0 0 " at top 9 "neutral I I  in the middle , and "Ground P O T "  0 0 n 
at bottom o See that the Po T o 0 ,  lever is in  the 
middle position - L e ,  against "neutral" "  
This control on  the left side can either be 
pushed forward or pulled backwards O If the 
tractor is off and parked overnight , it must 
remain in a pulled position 9 L e  O position 
nearest the driver , This minimises the risk 
of the tractor engine being tampered with by 
children who may turn the starter key , 



Fig . 6: Clutch pedal , showing the resting (top) , F irst (middle) and Second (lower) foot pos itions -. 

(from Massey- Ferguson) 



Exercise 2 o  

Manipulating controls on a stat10nary Tractor 

The object of this exercise 1s to teach the learners to use aU 

the controls which are manipulated when the tractor is in motion o The learner 

must not only know what these controls are used for " but he must have 

practical experience of how they respond when manipulated o He must have the 

"feel" of shifting them with the tractor standing still and Hs engine dead , 

The learner mounts the stationary tractor and then receives the 

following instructions : -

Exercise 2 o  Break-down Sheet 

Subject Manipulating Tractor controls on a stationary Tractor 

§.tages 

Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for the 
learner to master o 

1 o Depress clutch pedal 
through 1st and 2nd 
positions o 

2 o Shift the dual range 
selector to "High" 
position � then to neutral 
position and lastly 9 to 
"low" position o 

3 o Shift the gear lever into 
the various gear positions � 
including neutral o 

Key Points 

Anything in a Sta ge which might c _  

Affect quality 
Calli£ inJury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv soecial information 

Using the left foot 9 depress the clutch pedal " 
The 1st positwn disengages transmi.sslon and 
can be used in gear change without interfering 
with P, T o 0, or hydraulics o The 2nd posi.tion 
disengages P, T ,  0 0 and Hydraulics as well 
as the transmission , 

With the left foot keeping clutch pedal depressed 
to Position 1 ,  use your right hand to shift the 
dual range selector lever o The left hand holds 
the steering wheeL Pause at each position 
which the dual r ange selector lever engages o 

With the left foot keeping the clutch pedal m the 
First posit10n 9 use your left hand to shlft the 
gear lever, The right hand holds the steering 
wheeL Sta rt by engaging the 1st gear " then 
neutral position l then 2nd gear 9 neutral and 
then 3rd gear, Then reverse the positions 9 

from 3rd gear backwards to reverse position,  
pausing at nm1tral posHwn each time it is 
passed , 



4 o  Release clutch o 

5 o  Depress the foot brake, 

6 o Release the brake o 

7 o Move the fuel cut-off 
control to starting and 
then to stopping 
positions o 

2L 

Lift your left foot from the clutch pedal slowly ,  
Lift i t  gradually 9 not abruptly ,  
Using your right foot 9 depress the brake pedal 
nearest the engine , It will cause the other 
brake pedal away from the engine to move down 
(the interlocking latch is engaged) o Depress 
first gradually and then abruptly , 
Lift your foot from the brake pedal after you 
have depressed it a few times fast and slowly ., 
With your left hand� push the fuel cut-off 
control forwards to starting posW.ono . It may 
be necessary for you to unlatch it if it is in a I latched position before you release it forwards 
Pull it and latch iL 

- -----------------1-------------------------I 
8 o Set the hand throttle 

lever fully open and then 
close iL 

With your right hand 9 turn the hand throttle 
lever in a clockwise direction " towards you 
until it cannot move any further , Then push 
it up to close it until it cannot go any further 



Exercise 3 ,  
Star_ting the tractor engine 
The object of this Exercise i s to proceed from mountrng the stationary tractor to manipulating certain controls in such a manner that the tractor � still motionless 1 comes to life , In other words O the engine of the tractor is started , The exercise continues from where Exercise 1 ends � with one or two changes in control positions � e, g, the fuel cut-off control is move from the stoppm.g to the starting position a In addition more controls are manipula ted ,  

Exercise 3 ,  Break-down Sheet 
Subject Starting the tractor engine 

Stages Go through the job or SubjecL Select suitable portions for the learner to master , 
L Check engine oil s water and diesel fuel , 
2 ,  Mount driver ' s  seaL 

3 o  Check that the brake is engaged firmly , 
4 ,  Ensure that the P ,  T ,  0 0 lever is in the neutral position , 
5 ,  Depress clutch pedaL 

Kev Points Anything in a Stage which might -Affect quality Cause injury or damage make the work easier and anv soecial informaUon Top up where necessary , Always use clean cloth ,, containers and water , 
Mounting on the left hand side of the tractor , grip the steering wheel with your left hand . place your left foot on the platform " grip the mudguard with your right hand , heave yourself up and pass your ri ght foot near the gear levers to the platform on the righL Sit on the seaL Make sure the seat is firm ., 
The brake is on your righL See that i t  remajns depressed � and held in that pos it ion by the l atch which should be engaged , Feel the firmness  of the latch with your nght hand, 
There are three possible positions markt�d for p O T c 0, lever �  ! !Engine p T u 0. ' I  at  the top s "Neutra l . ,  in the middle and · 'Ground P ,  T ,  0 ,  " at the bottom , See that the P c T , O ,  ever is in the middle position - L e , agamst "ne t1tral " 
Use your left fooL It may require hard pressing as it offers some resistance C Let H go down to the fi rst pos ition , 



6 ,  Shift the Dual Range 
Selector Lever into 
"S " position ,  

7 ,  Shift the gear lever into 
the neutral position , 

8 ,  Release clutch pedaL 

9 ,  Move Fuel cut-off control 
to Starting position , 

10, Set the hand throttle lever 
half-way openo 

With your left foot keepmg the clutch pedal 
fuHy depressed ? use you r  right ha nd to gnp 
the knob of the Dual Range Selector Lever 
fi rmly and pull i t  or move H forwards towards 
the "S : ,  poslt ion , dependmg on wht:1 r e  a is when 
you gnp I t o  

With your left foot keeping the  clutch pedal 
fully depressed c use your ) t: ft hand to grip the 
knob of the Gear lever fnmly and puU it or move 
it forwards towards the midd1 E position , depending 
on where  H is when you grip  iL To ensure 
that 11 1s in neutral posrn on move n from 
side to side , If it moves without resistance ., 
you can be sure i t  is in neu tral posW.on, 

Lift your left foot from the deprE:Ssed chnch 
pedaL Lift it gradua Uy o not abruptly 0 

With your left hand .; push the f,Je 1 cut-off 
control forward to the startmg posllwn" I t  may 
be necessary to 1.inlatch H 1f H is m a latched 
position before ym1 re l ease It forwards , 

Usrng your r ight hand , turn the ha r., d thrott 1 f' 
lever in 2 clockwise d i rectton ha ' f - \%,\' towa rds 
you , and leave it tn that posih"Jn ,  ----------------------------------------� .. 

1 1  o Start the engine , 

1 2, Close hand throttle lever,  

Using your right hand ? turn the sta rter switch key 
clockwise to operate the starter 0 This should 
result in a spluttering sound as the engine comes 
to life ,  The engine wiU not start if the tractor 
is in gear , 

As soon as the engine starts J turn the hand throttle 
lever away from you m an ant1-clockwlse direction , 
'I his will reduce the noise of the engt11e to a 
steady rhythmic sound , I 

To stop the engine 9 you pull the fuel cut- off control towards ymL 

It is important that learners master the proper sequence of the 

stages involved o They must therefore practise this as often as necessary .. One 

actual performance per each learner should suff j ce Afterwards E:ach learner can 

watch others perform and thereafter mention the various operational stages verbally , 

Subsequent exercises also involve the starting of a tractor 

to give learners practice , 

These should serve 



Exercise 4 o  
Manipulating controls - on a stationary tractor with its engine running, 
It is advisable that learners become thoroughly familiar with the 

controls of the tractor and learn to pick up various cues of its performance 
before they are allowed to move the tractor from one pomt to another . This 
minimises the risk of the tractor running out of controL 
develop confidence in the learner driver, 

It a lso helps to 

The aim of this exercise ts to give each learner an opportunity 
of manipulating the controls of a tractor whose engme rn r unning s without moving 
the tractor o 

Equipment consists of a jack and wooden stilts 

The layout � The rear wheels are jacked up and the wooden blocks are used 
as stilts to keep the rear wheels in a raised pos1 tion - about 3 1nches from the 
ground, A piece of rock is placed tn front of each of the front whe·els to stop 
the front sheels from moving forwards , 

Conduct of the exercise Learner mounts the tractor and is dtrected by 
the instructor on what to do o Learner is instructed to start the t ra ctor changE:: 
gears :i increase speed 9 etc 9 following the sequE::nce used in actually operating 
the tractor, 

Instructor gives the following orders -
Exercise 4 o Break-down Sheet , 
Subject � Manipulating control levers on a stationary tractor with its engine 

running. 

Stages 
Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for the 
learner to master o 

1. Start the engine o 

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage which might � -

Affect qnality 
Cause mJury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv snecial j nforma tion 
Using your right hand turn the Starter  switch 
key clockwise to operate the Starter , This 
should result in a spluttering sound as the 
engine fires ,  I 



Close hand throttle lever" 

3. Depress clutch pedal , 

As soon a s  the engine starts ., turn the hand 
throttle lever away from you in an ant1- c! ockw1 se 
direction , This  wrn reduce the notse of the 
engi ne to a s teady rhythmic  sound ,  

--� 
Use your left foot It may  r equue hard 

I pressing as it offers some resist a nce  Push 
1t to Position l ,  

4 ,  Shift the dual range selector With the dutch pedal depressed use  J'Oilr right I 

lever into Low range hand to grip the knob of the dua l range selector 
position,  lever firmly ! and then shift it into Low range 

pos1tion mdicated by the 1,etter ' 'L ' ' ,  In th ,s 
range 9 the tractor is powerful but not as fast 
as when the High range is engaged , 

5 ,  Engage First gear , 

6 ,  Grip the Steering Wheel 0 

7 ,  Release brakes , 

8 0  Release clutch o 

9 o Place both feet on their 
respective foot rests o 

10 , Open the hand throttle 
gradually , 

With the ch.Heh pedal depressed � use your left 
hand to grip the knob of the gear lever fi rmly o 

Move the lever along neutral line to the left 9 

then press it towards you into first gear 
position as indica ted by the number 1 o 

With both hands . hold the steering wheel firmly 
at  1 ,  50  o 'clock position , Keep your head up 
and look straight a head o 

With the back of yoLtr right foot disengage the 
latch by giving i t  a slight k ick ba ckwards , 

Lift your foot gradually from the clutch pedal , 
As you do S0 9 the clutch pedal a lso comes up and 
the rear wheels  start turning ., 

You do not need the use of your feet as soon as 
the tractor 1s moving , except when you are 
stopping it ,  It is unwise to keep the feet on the 
platform s because when you want to use them in 
an emergency they may be blocked by the various 
pedal s , 

� 
Pull the lever towards you and wa tch the I 
tracwpmeter . On the M-F  65 St anda rd Tractor o 

/1 the pointer moves in a clock-wise dn1:: c t ion ,  
i indicating the increase in engine revs , There I 

i s  a gradual rise in the pitch of the t1ngine sound , 
The wheels also rota te faster . The Rev , meter I 
in tractormeter must be between 1 750 and 1 800 I 
when the tractor i. s opera ting , 



11 , Close the hand throttle lever , 

12, Depress the clutch 
pedaL 
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Move the lever away from you and watch the 
tractormeter, The pointer moves in an anti
clockwise direction, indicating reduction 
in engine revs , There is a gradual lowering 
of the sound pitch of the engine , The wheels 
rotate more slowly ,  
With your left foot " depress the clutch pedal gently but firmly to the first posltiono 1 he 
wheels turn more slowly until thE y stop , 

- ---------------i------------------------... 
13, Apply the brakes , 

14 , Shift gear lever to the 
neutral position , 

15 , Stop the engine , 

Depress the brake pedal gradual!y , Then 
engage latch to lock the br akes, 
With the clutch pedal fully depressed , shift 
the gear lever into the neutra 1 posHion o  
To make sure that it is in the corr ect 
position , move the lever sideways , Remove 
foot from the clutch pedal 
Pull the fuel cut-off control and this will 
stop the engine, 



Exercise 5 o  
Setting tractor into forward motfon and stoppmgc 
By manipuJating some controls � n  Exercise 2 ,  the ·:ea rr1E:T was 

able to start the engine of the tractor 0 By mcnupiJaJff.g more controls J he 
should be able to move the tractor forwards or backwards , This exer c1se 
shows the learner what further controls to manip -.:Jate, a nd how to man1pulate 
these so that the tractor moves forward The tractor will move forward for 
some distance 9 about 3 feet , and then stop o The learn..::cr wHl be shown how to 
stop the tractor o 

After the tractor engine has been started the following controls are 
manipulated so as to set the tractor tn mot10n 

Dual Range Selector lever 
Gear lever 
Brakes 
Steering wheel 
Instructor demonstrates to the learners and then gives 

learners a chance to practise o 

Exercise 5 0  Break-down Sheet 

Subject � Setting tractor into forward motion and stopping 

Stages 
Go through the job or SubjecL Select suitable portions for 
learner to master o 

1 o Start the engine . 

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage whwh might � 

Affect quality Cause inj u.ry or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv soecial information 
Using youx right hand tu.rn the starter switch 
key clockwise to operate starter , This 
should result in a spluttermg sound as the 

- ---------------t-e_n_g_i_n_e_s_ta_r __ t_s_o ________________ __,j 
2 0 Close hand throttle lever , As soon as the engine starts , turn the hand I throttle lever away from you in  an ant1 - clockwise / 

direction " Thls will reduce th6 noise of the I engme to a steady rhythmic sov.nd , / 



3 o Depress clutch pedal , 

4 , Shift the Dual Range Selector Lever into Low range position, 
5 .  Engage the First gear , 

6 .  Grip the steering wheeL 

7 o Release brakes , 

8 .  Let the tractor move , 

9 .  Steer the tractor straight , 
1 0 .  Stop the tractor . 

Use your left fooL It may require hard pressing as it offers some resistance o  Push i t  down to the first po sition , 

28 . 

With the clutch pedal depressed 9 use your right hand to grip the knob of the Dual Range Selector lever firmly � and then shift it into Low range position , indicated by a letter "L" .  
With the clutch pedal depressed � use  your left. hand to grip the knob of the gear lever firmly , Move the lever along the neutral line towards your left , then press it towards you into 1 st gear position as indicated by the number 1 ,  
With both hands hold the steering wheel firmly at l o 5 0  o ' clock position, Keep your head up and look straight ahead , 
With your right foot 9 kick the parking latch backwards with the heel , This disengages brakes , 
Lift your foot gradually from the clutch pedal " As you do so the clutch pedal also comes up and the tractor moves forward , If you lift your foot too abruptly s it causes a sudden jerk of the tractor  forwards , At first move the tractor for a short distance 3 about one yard . 
Do not turn the steering wheeL Place your feet on the foot rests and let them rest there , 
With your left foot 9 depress the clutch pedal gently , Apply brake s ,  Release clutch , Lock brake s .  Place  Dual Range Selector lever into neutral , 

After each trial 9 instructor reverses the tractor to the starting position , 
This should be at a point which leaves sufficient space for forward movement of 
the tractor , 

At this stage 9 nothing has been said about increasing tractor speed, 
The slower the tractor the less risk of it getting out of control . It is advisable that 
the instructor climb onto the back of the tractor and accompany the learner drivers 
on their first attempts o 



The first attempts should be over very short distances , 

As the learner becomes familiar with the controls ,  the distance should be 

gradually increased . As the learner becomes accustomed to working the 

controls ,  he is told to keep an eye on the instruments and to rely on the 

sound made by the working tractor and thus to detect any abnormalities 

which may occur . 

29 , 



Exercise 6 0  

Setting tractor into reverse motlon and stoppingo 

The stages of setting a tractor into reverse are the sam e  as those  

followed when moving forwards , with t.his difference tha l mstead of  selecting 

the 1 st gear 9 or any of the forward gears , the driver engages the reverse gear , 

Instead of looking forward , the driver turns his head and faces backwards , 

This m eans that the s itting posture alters and the way the steering wheel is  

handled is slightly affected , During the first few trails the tractor moves 

a short distance at a tim e o  The distance increases gradually o 

Starting at a point when the engine is running , the instructor 

makes sure that there 1s enougJi room behind the tractor and gives the following 

instructions : 

Exercise 6 0  Break- down SheeL 

Subject : Setting tractor into reverse mot10n and stoppingo 

Stages 

Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master o 

1 o Depress clutch pedal , 

2 ,  Shift the dual range 
selector lever into Low 
range position o 

3 0  Engage Reverse gear o 

4 o Grip the Steering Wheel 0 

Key Points 

Anything in a Stage which m i.ght � 

Affect quality 
Cause inJury or dam age 
Ma ke the wor k  eas i er 

and anv special information 

Use your left foot ,  It may require hard 
pressing as it offers som e resistanc e .  Pt1sh 
it down to pos ition 1 o 

With the clutch pedal depressed , use your right 
hand to grip the knob of the dual range selector 
lever firmly , and then shift it into Low range 
position , indicated by letter "L ' '  0 

With the clutch pedal depres sed"  use your l eft 
hand to grip the knob of the gear lever firmly o 

Move the lever along the neutral line towards 
your left , then push it away from you into 

reverse gear position as indicated by the 
letter ' 'R 1 1 "  

Using your left hand i hold the steering 

wheel firmly 0 



5 o Release brakes , 

6 o Face backwards o 

7 o Let the tractor moveo 

8 o Steer the tractor straighL 

9 o Stop the tractor o 

3L 

With the back of your right foot , disengage 
the parking latch by giving it a slight kick , 

Turn your head first to the left to see i f  there 
1s anything likely to block the way C and then 
to the right and keep it there g looking 
backwards a few yards from the tractor o 

Your right hand should help balance your 
twisted body by holding on to the back of 
the seat . 

Lift your left foot gradually from the clutch 
pedaL As you do so g the clutch pedal also 
comes up and the tractor moves in reverse , 
If you lift your foot too abruptly 9 it causes 
a sudden jerk of the tractor backwards o 

Do not turn the steering wheeL Place your 
feet on the foot rests and let them remain 
there o Let the tractor move for a short 
distance and then stop lt , 

With your left fooL depress the clutch 
pedal gently ,  Apply brakes by  depressing 
brake peda) , Engage neutral gear c Release 
clutch c Lock brakes by engaging latch o 

R B, The side to which the head is turned to look backwards depends on 

the individual 's choice o Some find it easier to turn to the left , 

Others prefer the right hand side o 
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Exercise 7 ,  

Making right and left turns forward. 

At this stage 9 the learner should be familiar with moving 

a tractor straight 9 both forwards and in reverse , The present exercise 

introduces turns to the right and to the left while the tractor is moving forwards o 

The first thing to demonstrate is turning the steering wheel to 

the right 9 L e, clockwise 9 while the tractor fs in motion , The turn must be 

very slight so that the tractor moves in a wide curve to the righL Then turn 

the steering wheel slowly to the left 9 L e , anti-- clockwise 9 while the tractor is 

in motion , This will cause the tractor to make a wide curve towards the lefL 

The instructor drives the tractor round g in a clockwise direction 9 in this way 

forming a wide circle , Then he brings the tractor sharply to the centre 9 from 

where he starts steering it anti-clockwise so that 1t again turns in a wi.de 

circleo 

He lets each learner practise these wide circular turns , 

Next ., the instructor demonstrates sharp turns to the right 

followed by sharp turns to the lefC with emphasis on safety precautions , 

e ,  g ,  reducing speed considerably before making a turn , He gives learners 

practice runs on these turns o 

The third turns are sharp U-turns to the right and to the left 9 

necessitating the corresponding use of right and left brakes , 

Exercise 7 ,  Break- down Sheet 

Subject : Making right and left turns forward ,  

Stages 

Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master , 

1, Move the tractor forward , 

2 , Make a turn to the righL 

Key Points 

1 Anything in a Stage which might � 
Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv special information 

Grip the steering wheel firmly with both 
hands 9 and let the tractor move straighL 

With both hands , turn the steering wheel 
slightly and gently in a clockwise direction . 
Keep the steering wheel at that posit ion , 
Steering is lighter if the tractor is m motion , 



3 o Make a turn to the left o 

33, 

With both hands ; turn the stee ring wheel I slightly and gently in an anti-clockwise  direction . i
i The first few turns will str�n ghteD t,p the tractor , , 

The next few turns will gra duu_ Hy t1.;.L1 th(: 
tractor to the 1 eft , 

1-----------------+-----------·,------·-·---·--·---·-' 

4 o  Keep the tractor straighL 

5 o Make a sharp right- angle 
turn to the right (and 
bring tractor straight 
again) o 

6 .  Make a sharp right- angle 
turn to the left (and 
straighten tractor agam) . 

7, Make a sharp U-turn 
to the right o 

8 .  Make a sharp U-turn to 
the lefL 

Swing the steering wheel shght1y to the righ L 
As rhe steErmg t\�rns the front of t he tractor 
a lso gr adua \ \y assumes a stra1gh� posaion , 
uOOk L1 t the nght front wheeL Wnf 11. �he [1actor 
i s  St.Y'dJ gt1t , - ft W1 ·i: &J. S() bE s1:ra 1 

- I 
REDUCE SPE E D .  Turn the s teed n.g w L.e2i i n  
a clockwise d•reetrnn . h1_1 r rn::i k.r: mo .r.. e t Grc.s 
than before , As soon D s tr1e front of rhe 
tractor faces your nghL swing: the st et·r i ng 
wheel  slowly to the left m .J n antt -c lockwr ne 
d1rect i on ,  Wa tch you r  right front whee . 
When H ,cs para !  el to 1 he t rac tor  stop turn ing 
the s t eering wheH l 

l 
REDUCE SPE ED.  Turn the steering whee l  in  an ! 
ann -clockw1 se di rection , makmg a f�w s t:ich ! 
turns t'ntil the fr ont of fop tr actor faces your 
lE"fL Then swtng the steering whefl m a 
c'i.ock- wtse fashion unhl the right front wheel 
1.s parallel with the tractor 1 then stop 
turmng the steering wheel , 

Do not r�du:cf  speed ,
'. 

T•JTn the stePr :ng whee l I 
m a clockwi se d1rech.on c . As you do so depress I the brake pedal on the nght (1 e ,  the one away I 
from the tractory Thi s  wil l  cause the rght I 
rear wheel to stop movj ng but 1 t  w1H turn on one i 
spoL while only the left rear whed moves in a I 
circle " thus causing 1.he tractor  to turn very I 
sharply . As soon a s  the m e  tor fa ces  the I 
direction from whencf=' rt came r elea se the 
brake and straighten the steer mg whe�"'L 

i 
i 

---------1 
Do not rt:duce speed, Tur n the stt" t  r ".ng whf:e 1 

m an anti-clockwise d1rec1f on , .1� s y<v ... do so , 
depress rhe brake pedal un th1:::' l ei t. I· e the one 
nea rest the tractor engme; wu h y o , ,  r ighl foot , 
This wiU cause the teft re ;:u wht:' f : i o stop movrng 
b,�t H w:E turn on one spot wln 1 1 he rj ght  
rear whf�el moves in  a c ircle thu s ca 1;s ::.r,.g the 
trac tor  to tur n very sha rp .1. y  As soon as the 
tractor faces  the direct r nn frcm:1 wlit nCE i: came 
relec1 EH-:> rhe bra ke and s 1ra 1ghten the s letrmg 
wheeL 



d._Q9int to remember o 

In ordinary turning � either to the right or to the left . it is :mponant h) 

reduce speed considerably , If you make a fast turn you run the nsk of o-ver  

turning the tractor , 

When you make a sharp 0- toxn which necessHates the 1,;,se of one or the 

other foot brake do not reduce speed to the same extent as when you rn c1 ke an 

ordinary turn . If you reduce it too much ,  the engine stans a nd the rrac,�or 

stops o 



Exerc ise  8 c  
Making right and left turns in reverse c 

The previous exerctses should give learners enough tra inmg in 
controll ing the direction of a tractor while moving forwards ) The present 
exercise introduces the control of a tractor 1 s direction in reverse 

The first turns are very simple ) involving a slight tern of the 
s teering wheel  while the tractor slowly moves backwards The tracto:r . 
therefore 9 does not make sharp turns , hut moves in wide circles c FirsL 
it moves to one di.rection and then to another ,  The idea i s  to make the Iearner 
familiar with the way he should turn the steering wheel in order to control the 
direction of the tractor o It is only after the learner can easily control 
the direction of the tractor that more complex movements , requiring pr1::-c1se 
controls of the steering wheel such as those  involved in parking 1 can be 
introduced 

Starting at a point when the tractor engine i s  already r1mning and 
the reverse gear has been engaged � the instructor gives the followtng 
instructions to the learner � -
Exercise 8 0  Break-down Sheet  
Subject � Making right and left turns in reverse o 

Stages 
Go through the job or SubjecL Select suitable portions for learner to master o 

L Grip the steering wheel firmly o 
Face backwards , 

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage which might � Affect  quality Cause injury or dam age Make the work easier and anv soecial information 
Using your left hand " grip the s teering wheel at a position where you have 1 0  on a clocko 
Turn your head first to the left to see 1£ there is anythmg to block the way , and then to the right and keep it there , Your r i ght hand should help balance yo us twtsted body by holding on to the right mudg0ard c  I 



3 ,  Let the tractor move , Gradually lift ym.,:_r ! efr foot from thE: clutch pedal O As you do so the clutch peda 1 a 1.so comes up and the tractor moves in rP'-' PYSe , If you Uft your foot too abruptly Q it ca u.st' s a sudden backwards jExk of the tractor I 
' 1----------------1-------------------------WHh your left hand , turn the st0er:er1g wheel I sl.owly and gently to the nght m a c lockwi se I 4 o  Turn the steering wheeL 

5 o Stop the tractor , 

6 .  Let the tractor move " 

7 o Turn the steering wheel , 

S o  Stop the tractor , 

manner o Keep the steermg in the, t posi Uon whfist  the tractor moves rn a w:: de circle towards the di rection you HH· fa c i ng . 
·1 At thf� point where the tractor s r2  n ed depress the clutch peda! and the brake pedal to stop the tra ctor , 

Turn your head to the Ieft Lift your left foot graduaHy from the clutch pedal As you do so , the clutch pedal also com8s up and the tractor moves in reverse 0 If you lift your foot too abruptly , H causes  a sudden backwards jerk of the tractor C 

With you r  left hand turn the steermg wheel slowly and gently to the left in an anti -clockwise m anner Keep the steering in that position wh1,1 s1 the tractor moves in a wide c1 rcle towards the direct on you are fac ing ,, 
After making a few c ircular turns depress the clutch pedal 9 and the brake pedal and when the tractor has become stationary , shift gear lever into neutral positwn c 



Exercise 9 ,  
Reversing along a predetermined course , 
The previous exercises should have given learners enough 

training in controlling the direct10n of a tractor while moving forwards o  
The present exercise introduces the control of a tractor' s  direction in 
reverse ,  

Experience has shown that controlling the tractor ' s  direct ion 
while reversing is more difficult than controlling it while moving forwards ,  
It is therefore necessary to spend some time coaching learners and giving 
them practice in reversing o 

The aim of this exercise is to train learners in making right 
and left turns along a predetermined course while reversing , 

this A 
Instructor first draws a waverlng line on the ground like 

--·----..__ . ...,-B ·-______... 
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He stops the tractor at Point A �  with the rest  of the line behind the tractoL 
The right rear wheel stops on top of the line , He then sets the tractor mto 
backward motion 9 trying to keep the right rear wheel running a long the line 9 

following it to the right and to the lefL 
The sitting position is similar to that for Exercise 8 ,  Whereas 

in the previous exercise 9 the learner turned to face the left and right sides 
respectively � the learner now 9 to begin with 3 only faces the right side, When 9 

however, it is the left wheel which runs along the line 9 the learner faces the 
left side , 

To be able to steer along the line � without making wide swerves 
the turning of the steering wheel must be gentle and graduaL In following 
the direction 9 you turn the steering wheel to the right (clockwise)  if you want 
the tractor to move to the right 9 and to the left (anti-clockwise)  if you want 
it to move to the lefL Keep your eyes some distance from the tractor so a s  to 
have the whole line in view and not just a smal! portion of iL 



Exercise l O o  
Reversing straight into a limited parking space c 

This exercise is ba sed on the skiU acquired m Exercise 6 ,  
An important point to remember and emphasise to the learners 1 s  the change 
in the direction of turning in rever se , 

Whereas in forward driving turning a steer ing wheel clockwise 
will cause the tractor to turn to a clockwise direction " m reverse the 
direction of the tractor will be the opposite of the direction of the steering 
wheeL In other words 9 in reverse 5 when you swing the steering wheel 
clockwise ? the tractor turns in an anti- clockwise direction ; and when the 
steering wheel  is swung in an anti- clockwise direction � the tractor moves 
in a clockwise manner o 

The next important point to mention is that the more turns 
you make in swinging your steering wheel 4 the sharper the turn of the tractor o 

If you turn the steering wheel only slightly ? the tractor will turn so slightly 
that it will describe a wide curve , 

The third point to mention 1 s  that it is very important to 
slow down a great deal if you want to make a very sharp turn 9 whether moving 
forwards or in reverse o 

In reversing in to a limited parking space the three points m entioned 
above should be kept in mind all the time o 

:s;guipment includes poles which can be supported to stand uprighL 
The lay-out � Tractor ls parkedo  A pole is placed at each corner outside 
the tractor o The two poles near the rear wheels of the tractor are placed 
first ,  allowing about eighteen inches distances between each rear wheel and 
the pole 9 and about 2 feet behind the wheels , The front poles are placed 
directly in line with each rear pole and about 2 feet in front of the l ine where 
the front wheels  end , 
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The space between the t ractor wheels and the poles is 1m tially 

made deliberately wid6 , and gradually reduced after the learners have 

mastered the technique of reversing imo the space between them,  

Conduct of  the exercise Instructor drives tractor forwards out of 

the parking position bounded by the four poles o The idea is to avoid knocking 

any of the poles down, Then he backs into the space slowly and stops the 

tractor when there is enough space between the wheels and the poles , He 

drives out forwards and turns the tractor to the right at some distance from 

the space , Then he backs lnto the parking space, He moves the tractor 

forwards and turns to the left and then backs into the space as before , These 

are demonstration runs , 

Instructor then gives the learners practice in making these runs , 

He instructs them on how to park the tractor commg from the side of the 

par king space, 

Instructor gives the following instructions 



Exercise 11 0 Break-down Sheet 

Subject : Reversing into a limited parking space . e, g c a garage . 
from the righL 

Stages 
Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master o 

L Face backwards . 

2 .  Move tractor in a curve 
to point just in front of 
Pole "A" . 

3 ,  Turn the steering wheel 
more to the right , 

4 ,  When the right rear wheel 
is parallel with Pole "A ' \ 
straighten up the steering 
wheeL 

5 .  Stop the tractor o 

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage which might O 

-

Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv soecial information 
Turn head and body to the right and look 
back at the whole parking space , 
At this point 9 the front wheels are turned, 
Watch the right rear wheel and make sure 
that it is heading towards a point a little 
inside Pole "An , 
Turn the steering wheel m a clockwise 
direct10n and let it pass close to Pole "A" o 

Look at left wheel and make sure it is 
clear of pole "C 1 1 , 

Turn the steering wheel in an anti-clockwise 
direction until the right front wheel 1 s  
parallel with the tractor , Look at the right 
front wheel and let it run on the inside of 
Pole "A 1 1 , Look at Pole "B " ,  If the tractor 
is straight 9 the right rear wheel will run 
towards a position on the inside of 9 and 
close to Pole ' 'B ' '  0 

Depress the clutch pedal firmly but gently . 
Depress the brake pedal and shift the gear 
leaver to neutral position, 



4L 
Break-down Sheet 

Subject Reversing into a limited parking space I e, g ,  a garage from the lefto 

Stages 
Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master , 

L Face backwardsa 

2 .  Move tractor backwards in 
a curve to a point just in 
front of Pole "C " 0  

3 .  Turn the steering wheel 
more towards the lefL 

4 ,  When the left rear wheel 
is parallel with Pole "C 1 1 

straighten up the 
steering wheeL 

5 .  Stop the tractor . 

I Key Poi.nts 
Anything in a Stage which might : 

Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv special information 
Turn head and body to the left and look at 
the position of all the poles , Visualise the 
whole of the parking space" 
At this point the front wheels are turned , 
Watch the left rear wheel and make sure 
that it is head mg towards a pomt a little 
inside Pole ' 'C ' ' ,  
Turn the steering wheel in an anti
clockwise direction and let lt pass a Httle 
inside Pole "C " ,  Look at right rear wheel and 
make sure it ls clear of Pole "A " ,  1 

Turn the steering wheel in a clockwise 
manner until the right front wheel is parallel with the tractoL Look at eft 
front whee 1 and let it run on the inside of 
Pole "C " ,  Look at Pole "D" ,  If the 
tractor is straight " the left rear wheel will run towards a position on the instde of 9 and close to , pole 1 1D 1 1 , 

Depress the clutch pedal firmly but gently , 
Depress the brake pedal and shift the gear 
lever to neutral position , 



Exercise 1 2 :  Break -down Sheet 

Subject : Parking the tractor from the RighL 

Stages Kev Points 

Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master . 

1 .  Move the tractor to the 
right of the par king 
space , 

2. Back into parking space o 

3 .  Turn steering wheel 
to the right . 

4 .  Move forward and Stop,, 

Anythlng in a Sm ge which might : 
Affect quality 
Cause inJury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv special information 

The left rear wheel must stand opposite 
Pole , ,A i r , about 3 fet: t from it 

As you ba ck  wHh face turned to the left 
swi.ng t.he st et::ring wheel hard anti -clockwise 
into the space between poles 'A" and nB ' '  
until the right r ear wheel is  a t  a positi.on 
just beyond line AB ,  

Steer hard m a dockwtse manner umH the 
from r�ght  whe+J is pa rallel with the tractor� 
As yo\: stni ghten. up ., watch out that the right 
r ear whee l  does not n;n on to Pole 'B n and 
tha t lref! front whee!. does not catch po ! e 'A" ' .  

As ytE( move forward , swing steETn1g wheel 
sli ghtly ant:- dockwrne and straighten up ,, 
Move for a short distance and be careful to 
keep the tractor within the poles " Depress 
clutch pedal gently and firm}y and then the 
brake pedaL Engage parking latch ,  ShUt 
gear lever to neutral posltwn o 



Subject 
Break-down Sheet 

Parking the tractor from the Left , 
Stages 

Go through the Job or SubjecL Select suitable portions for learner to master  o 
1 ,  Move the tractor to the left of the parking space , 
2 ,  Back into parking space o 

3 ,  Turn steering wheel to the lefL 

4 ,  Move forward and Stop . 

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage whtch might : Affec t  quality Cause injuxy or dama ge Make the work easier and anv specia: information 
The left rea r wheel must stand opposHe Pole " 'C 1 \ about 3 feet from iL 
As you back with your face turned to the right c swing the steer ing wheel hard to the rJ ght (clockwise)  into the space between poles i 'C n and : 'f f ' ,  until the left rear wheel is at a posHion jt;:st beyond L ine CDo  
With your face turned to  the left , s teer hard to the Ieft (anti-clockwise ,  untH the front left wheel is parallel with the tractor  o As you stra i ghten 1Ip " watch out that the left rear wheel does not run on to pole "D 1 1

0 and that the right front wheel does  not catch pole "C 1 1 , 

As you movt'. forward � swing the steering wheel sligh tly to the right (clockwise;  and straighten up o Move for a short di.stance and be carefu: to keep the tractor WJ_ thin the poles , Depress clutch pedal gently and firmly and then the brake pedaL Engage parking latch o  Shift gear lever to neutral posi t ion , 
Conclusion In Lesson III , an attempt has been made at presenting exercises 
designed to teach the learners  how to drive a tractor and how to manoeuvre H into 
given spaces 9 forwards as well as in reverse c Smooth operation of the tractor 
will be acquired with more practice ,  

It i s  important that the skill in manipulating a tractor be developed to the 
maximum until it becomes the drive r ' s  second nature ,  The reason 1 s  clear 
the most important operations involving the use of a tractor , e g,  plough1-ng 
harrowing�  planting 9 harvesting and other farming operations reqmre  that the 
driver be thoroughly familiar with the tractor controls ,  



The tractor , like motor cars and lorries � runs on public 

highways and even in towns where there is much traffic , For this reason , 

the tractor driver should be familiar wlth the rules of the road and the road 

signs which endeavour to ensure the safety of all road users , The next 

lesson introduces the learner driver to the public road by way of road signs 

and rules of the road , 

44 , 



LESSON IV o 
DRIVING ALONG PUBLIC ROADS 

This lesson aims at teaching learner drivers the rules of the 
road and the meaning of road signs " Emphasis is placed on the importance 
of these rules and road signs in maintaining safety of the driver 9 his vehicle 3 

other road users : pedestrians 9 animals � drivers ,  vehicles 9 and other 
property o It would be preferable if each learner were to have a pamphlet 
outlining all the main road signs o 

The Road Signs , 
Road signs may be divided into three groups : 

(a) Danger signs that warn road users ,  They are normally used to convey 
advance information and are erected 9 where possible 9 about 500 feet 
from danger o They can be recognised by the characteristic red 
triangle , The legend or symbol depicting the type of hazard is 
usually in black on a yellow backgroundo 

(b) (i) Prohibitive signs that must be obeyed , such as STOP , NO ENTR Y ,, 
SPEED LIMIT; 

(ii) Mandatory or permissive signs � such as derestriction notices , 
These signs are circular in shape O The colours used are red 
and yellow 9 with black lettering and symbols ,  

(c) Informative signs 9 which give information about pedestrian cross -walks , 
filling stations 9 first-aid posts , bridges 9 routes , etc o They 
are rectangular in shape and usually show a black legend or symbol 
on a yellow background, 
To summarise : Red Triangle means Danger 

Red Circle means Do or Don 't 
Yellow Rectangle Informs you , 
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RULES OF THE ROAD 

L Keep LefL 

The maln rule of the road ts to keep to the left-hand side of 

the road as far as practicable o The slower the vehicle 9 the closer to the 

edge of the road it should traveL Encroaching on the right-hand side of the 

road 9 e o g,  when overtaking , is permissible only when it can be done without 

obstructing or endangering other traffic � such as causing oncoming vehicles 

to swerve or reduce speed,  

Traffic Lanes 

A driver should not change from one lane to another unless he 

has made certain that it is safe to do so and has given an appropriate signaL 

In a one-way street the same procedure is followed, 

3 ,  Turning Movements 

If you intend turning left at an intersection 9 get over to the 

left-hand edge of the road well before you arrive at the intersection and 

maintain this position until you have completed the turn , 

If you want to turn right 9 move to the right-hand lane some 

distance from the next intersection so that when you make your turn you will 

be in the right-hand lane , 

4 ,  Signalling 

Always give a correct signal every time you intend to turn , 

stop or slow down , change your lane 9 or when you are ready to be overtaken, 

Signal in good time and keep your arm out for a reasonable while ;) eo that 

others will have every opportunity of seeing your signaL Signals help not 

only drivers following you 9 but also oncoming drivers 9 traffic waiting in 

side streets 9 pedal cyclists and pedestrians , 

a) 
Hand signs for: 

Stopping Extend the right arm sideward from the shoulder with 

the forearm held in a vertical and upward position and the palm 

of the hand turned to the fronL 

b)  Turning to the Right Extend the right arm and hand sideward and 

fully horizontal to the road with the palm of the hand turned 

to the front o 



c )  

d) 

5 0  

Turning to the LefL Extend the right arm sideward from 
the shoulder with the hand pomting downward o Move the 
fore- arm with a c ircular anti- clockwise motion 
Slowing down , Extend the right arm sideward with the palm 
of the hand downward n and move the arm slowly up and down , 
Robot 1 ights 
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When the red light is agamst you. 9 brlng your tractor to a smooth 
halt and do not encroach on the pedestrian line , Look only at the signals ahead 
of ym. L Move off when you see the green light , not before , 

The purpose of the ambar light is to clear the intersection for the 
next cro ss - stream of traffic o You must therefore stop on amber if you can 1t 
clear the intersection before the light turns to red o It is illegal to enter an 
intersection against the amber light when you are in a position to stop before 
reaching the intersection , 

When traffic is congested lt sometimes happens that intersections 
are not cleared between changes of lighL Even if the green light is in your 
favour j it is an offence against the traffic law for you to drive into the 
intersection when you can see that there is insufficient space on the opposite 
side to permit you to get clear across , 

Turning traffic must yield 
Vehicle drivers and cyclists who turn right or left must always 

give way to through traffic , including pedestrians , 
7 ,  Pedestrian Crossings 

Always approach a marked pedestrian crossing at a speed which 
will enable you to stop 9 if necessary " before reaching the crossing O When 
stopping at a pedestrian crossing - and this  mcludes scholar patrol crossmgs -
make a habit of giving the "stop " s ignal to warn traffic behind you o  Apply your 
brakes  in good time so that your vehicle will stop a reasonable distance from 
the stop line � giving pedestrians plenty of room to pass , 

The law requires that when a pedestrian on a crossing is wi thin your 
half of the roadway , or just  about to enter it from the opposite half , you must yield 
the right of way to the pedestrian by slowing down 9 or if necessary stoppmg o 



8 ,  Overtaking 
48 , 

The rule i.s to overtake on the r ight .  You may ,  however , if 
you have satisfied yourself that H is safe to do S0 9 overtake a vehicle on the 
left if the driver has signa E ed Ms Intention of turning to the right or is in the 
act of doing so , The stric t  rule of overtaking only on the right may be 
relaxed in 

(a) 
(b ) 

A one-way street m an urban area 9 or 
Where the roadway is divided into traffic lanes to accommodate 
two or more l ines of vehicles moving in the same direction , 

Overtake on the straight and never 
(a) w'hen approaching the top of a rise 
(b)  at a corner or ctffve in the road 0 

(c ) at an intersection� and 
(d) at any time when there is  not a clear view ahead , 

When overtaking a stationary bus , have due regard to the safety of 
passengers boarding or alighting , 

When a vehicle is following you closely on the highway 9 and you 
intend overtaking the car in front � signal your intention , By giving a hand 
signal (the sam e  as for a right- hand turn) you show the following driver that 
he should not overtake you at that poinL 

Where a continuous white line divides the road down the centre 
you must keep to the left of it o You may cross a broken line when overtaking 
another vehicle provided you do not do so in the face of oncoming traffic , 
Where there is a broken line and a solid l ine running parallel , do not 
overtake on the stretches where the solid line is on your side of the road , 
9 ,  Following Distance 

Never follow another vehicle too closely as the other vehicle 
may have to stop suddenly , Keep at least the distance of the tractor (pJ us 
any additional trailer1 away from vehicles in front of you , 

a )  
When to reduce speed , 
When approaching a school or school bus with children 
alighting or boarding , 

b )  In heavy traffic and when entering a built- up area , 



I L  

c )  On narrow 3 winding roads and o n  stretches where the 
surface is bad (e go loose or gravel ) ,  

d) When approaching a level crossing or bridge . 
e )  When approaching an intersectiorL 
f) When approaching a bend � crest or other feature that Hmites 

the sight distance "  
g) When approaching children , or  when a ball or toy is 

seen in the road , 
h1 When approaching animals on or alongside the road . 
i )  In rain , dust "  twilight . dark,  and when driving into the 

rising or setting sun - whenever visibility is poor , 

a) 

When to stop the Vehicle 
On the approach and passing of any emergency vehicle which 
is sounding a bell l siren , or exhaust whistle , 

b)  In complianpe with any direction conveyed by a road traffic 
sign or given by a Police or Traffic Officer  in uniform . 
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c )  On the request o f  o r  signal o f  any person with a restive animaL 
d) At a Zebra crossing when any pedestrian is within the 

crosswalk.  
A driver must stop if  by so doing he will avoid an accident or even the risk 
of an accidenL 
1 2 .  

a) 

b)  

c)  

d) 

e) 

f) 

Parking and Stopping 
Never leave your vehicle on the roadway : 
Near the brow of a hill , 
At or close to a bend or junction .  
Next to an intersection g a fire hydrant 9 or across  a driveway . 
Within 30  feet of the approach side of a pedestrian crossing , 
or where it could obscure a traffic sign 3 such as a stop� s i gn .  
Within 20  feet o f  a tunnel subway or bridge , 
Next to an excavation or m fact  at any place where an 
obstruction to other traffic or to a sidewalk or footpath would 
be caused . 

If you have to stop on the road 9 park if possible right off the roadway . In 
a town area 9 park within 1 8  inches of the kerb on the left side of the road . 



ACCIDENTS 
The driver of a vehicle which has been involved in an 

accident resulting in death 9 injury or damage must� 
a) Stop imm ediately o 
b )  Give his name and address (and that o f  the owner o f  the 

vehicle) to anyone who asks for iL 
c )  Give all possible help 0 

d) Report the acci dent to the nearest policeman 3 police station 
or traffic office as soon as possible , 

e )  Report the accident to the company from which the Third 
Party Insurance disc was obtained , 

5 0 ,  
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Conduct of the lesson The instructor gives a short introductory talk in 
which the value of the tractor in Rands is mentioned and the fact that such an 
expensive piece of machinery can be worth its cost if properly maintained, 
Mention is made of the unfavourable conditions under which the tractor works : 
rainy 9 windy j dusty , hot �  the strain the engine experiences , becoming 
extremely hot 9 and the engine parts constantly moving , some at very fast 
rates; the wearing out of parts and the necessity for timely replacements , 
The tractor manufacturer understands his product better than anyone else , 
He has tested it thoroughly before selling iL He has drawn up specific 
instructions on how a tractor should be handled and used and recommendations 
on the materials suitable for each particular type of tractor , These 
instructions have to be followed precisely ,  That is  why learners are being 
trained on the correct operation and maintenance of these tractors, 

After this introductory talk 9 the instructor then briefly 
revises Lesson I by pointing at the various parts 

3 
controls and instruments 

of the tractor , He mentions that the learners are now familiar with most 
of the controls ,  There are a few additional parts of the tractor with which the 
learner must become familiar because they are important in the maintenance 
of the machine , 

He mentions these parts 9 one at a time 3 pointing at each � calling 
it by name 9 and describin_g its function, The parts are � -
fuel sediment bowl - through which all fuel passes and in which all sediment 

or water collects ; 
grease points - into which grease is pumped by means of a grease gun� 
air cleaner which protects the engine from dust and other abrasives by 

filtering the air entering the combustion chambers j 

Fuel filters there are two of these ; the primary and the secondary 0 

As the name implies 3 fuel filters through 
them so that any dirt and other foreign matter 3 including water j remains behind� 

oil filter this serves to stop any dirt and foreign matter in the lubricating 
oil from reaching working and bearing 
surfaces ;  

fan belt - which connects the fan pulley 
9 the dynamo and the crank shaft . 

Engine oil sump - which carries engine oil , 
Instructor asks each learner to indicate the various parts until 

all learners know them and where they are located on the tractor , He then 
starts the first exercise, 



Exercise 1 , 
Daily Maintenance 
This exercise aims at teaching the learners the daily 

maintenance routine of the tractor, The exercise should be illustrated 
through use of the maintenance chart which is spread on the board q placed 
in such a manner that all learners can see it clearly o 

The instructor explains the maintenance guide to the 
learners, The hour numbers on the left of the chart from top to bottom \l 

indicate periodic service intervals ,  Across the chart , the pictures 

53 ,  

refer to those parts on the tractor which are to be services after the tractor 
has run the number of hours indicated on the left of each series of such 
pictures , In addition ') there are two pictures showing the M-F 35 and the 
M- F 65 type of tractors o At each period service intervaL there is a shaded 
or unshaded symbol 9 namely 9 a circle � square or triangle with letters 
A B 9 C 9 up to F inside them, These symbols " together with letters and 
numbers './ are shown on the tractor pictures indicating at a glance what 
service must be done to which part of the tractor at each service intervaL 

The instructor points at the first picture against the 10 hourly 
service unit on the charL He names the part of the tractor involved and 
then points at the actual part on the tractor , He explains what is done to it 
and demonstrates by actually doing the service. He then asks learners to 
perform the same service :i and to explain what they are doing , It is very 
important that learners actually participate in what the instructor teaches them , 

It is important to maintain the order of service as it appears on 
the Chart , This will help learners to know the order by heart " so that they 
become more systematic in carrying out the services 0 

Instructor instructs as follows:-



Fig . 7 :  Checking engine oil level . Pulling the dipstick out . (Photograph by Graphic Arts , C SIR) 



Exercise 1 .  Brea k- down SheeL 
Subject Checking Engine oil level c 

Stages 
Go through the job or SubjecL Select suitable portions for learner to master ,  
1 o Wipe area surrounding dipsticko 
2 0  Pull the dipstick out " 
3 0  Wipe the dipsticko 

4, Replace the dipstick"  
5 "  Pull the dipstick ouL 

6 ,  Read the oil level " 

7 "  Replace the dipstick, 
8 "  If the oil level i s  too low� wipe the area around filler cap , 
9 .  Open the oil cap ,  

1 0 .  Add oiL 

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage which might : Affect  quality Cause injury or damage Make the work easier and anv soec ial information 
Use a clean piece of mutton cloth to a void any dirt dropping into engme when dipst ick is removed o 
Push your forefinger into the hook and gently pull the dipstick ouL 
Use a clean p1t:;ce of mutton cloth . You wipe it to ensure that no spla shed oil remams on the reading marks , 
Make sure that you push it as far as 1t will go o 
P ush your forefinger into the hook and gently pull the dipstick ouL Keep the end of the dips tick furthest from your hand pointed downwards " 
Note the point at which oil mark ends in relation to the "Max" and "Min" lines on the dipstick ,  If between these two marks 9 there i s  enough oiL If below "Min" l ine , there is not enough oil  o 

Make sure that you push it as far as it will go , 
Use a clean mutton cloth to avoid dirt entering engine " 
If screwed on 3 turn cape anti- clockwise to open , 
Add a little at a time to avoid addmg too much o Make sure you use the right grade of oil . Refer to the colour code on Mamtenance CharL 



l L  

12 0 

Note, 

Replace cap o Make sure that it does not introduce dirt 
into the engine o Tighten up sufficiently so 
that it is firm o 

Check the oil level Keep on checking the oil level as you add 
again , 

L 

oiL This guards against the danger of . adding too much oil o 

Engine oil level must be checked with the tractor standing 
on level ground, 

2 .  Some time 9 about 10 minutes 9 must elapse after switching 
the engine off ,  before a check is made, This allows oil 
in the engine enough time to settle down in the sump o 



Fig . 8 :  Cleaning fuel sediment bowl . Unscrewing the bottom nut . 

(Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



Break- down SheeL 
Subject Cleaning Fuel Sediment BowL 

Stages 
Cx0 through the job or Subject , Select suitable portions for learner to master , 
1 0 Close tap from fuel cut- ofL 
2 0 Clean outside of glass ,  
3 , Unscrew the bottom nuL 
4 ,  Pull glass bowl ouL 
5 ,  Empty iL 
6 o Rinse it with fueL 
7 ,  Clean gauze filter , 

8 o Replace glass bowl , 

9 o Open tap from fuel cut- ofL 

Key Points 
Anything fn a Stage which might : Affect quali ty Cause injury or damage Make the wor k easier and anv soecial information , 
Turn the tap firmly , Doing this stops fuel from flowing into the fuel sedim ent bowl , 
Use a clean mutton cloth , The outside of the glass is usually covered in dust , 
The nut beneath the glass bowl keeps the bowl in posW.on , 
Grasp it carefully so that it does not slip out of your hand and fall , 
Empty the contents which may mclude water and dirt into a receptacle ,  
Empty the cleaning fuel into the receptacle , 
Remove the gauze filter at top of the glass when in position ? and clean it with fuel and a small brush , Replace iL 
Ensure that the rubber gasket is placed correctly , Be careful not to over- tighten the screw at the bottom as it will crack when engine becom es warm 0 

Fuel will flow into the glass bowL If the glass bowl is properly placed and tightened ,  it will not fill up until tractor engine is started If it fills up � this is a sign that there is a leak somewhere , 



F ig .  9: Checking gear box oil level . Pull ing the dipstick out . (Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



57 , 

Subject 
Break- down Sheet 

Checking gear box oil level 
Stages 

Go through the job or Subject , Select suitable portions for learner to master o  
1 0  Wipe area surrounding dipstick 
2 .  Pull the dipstick ouL 
3 ,  Wipe the dipstick ,  

4 0  Replace the dipstick,  
5 ,  Pull the dipstick ouL 

6 o Read the oil level o 

7 o Replace the dipsticko  
8 o If the oH level is too low 9 wipe the area around filler cap· , 
9 o Open the oil cap . 

1 0 0  Add oiL 

lL Replace cap , 

1 2 ,  Check the breather cap for tightneSS o 

Key Point s 
Anything in a Scage which mi ght Affect  qual ity Ca· �.se inj":,iry or damage Make the work easier and anv soecial tnformauon , 
Use a C!'.tan p:rnce of m,;;Jton cloth to avor.d any dirt dropping into engine when dipstick ;: s  removed , 
Push yo•J.r forefmger into the hook and gently pu:..l the dipstick out , 
Use a clean piece of mutton doth , You wipe it to ensure that. no splashed on rEmaf rls on the marks to g�ve fal se readings , 
Make Si.H e  that yo-.:. push �t as far as 1 t  wi1:, go o 

P 01sh your for efinger into the hook and gently pull the dipstick ouL Keep the end of the dipstick fr�rthest from your hand pointed downwards , 
Note the point at which oil mark ends in relation to the nMax" and "Min" lines on the dipsUcko If between these  two marks , there i s  enough oil If below � 'Mjn ' '  line there ls not enough oil 0 

Make sure that you push it as far as it will go , 
Use a c�ean mutton cloth to avoid dirt entering the gear box , 
Turn the cap anti- clockwise to open , 
Use correct grade of mJ as is shown on the mamtenance chart ,  As you add a l ] t t1. E;  oil at a tj me  check the leveL Don ' t  over- filL 
Make sure that !.t does not introduce dirt into the gear box, Tighten up sufficiently so that 1t 1s firm , 
If too tighL the breather cap must be 1oosened o I t  must also be cl ean o It must be loose enough to  be turned by hand , 



Fig . 10 :  Checking and topping up radiator . (Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



5 8 ,  
Break- down Sheet 

Subject Checklng and Topping up RadiatoL 
Stages 

Go through the job or SubJecL Select suitable portions for learner to master o 

1 .  Wipe area surrounding filler cap 0 

2 0  Remove the filler cap o 

Anythmg in  a Stage whwh might : Affect  qua lfty Cause injt:.ry or dam�:i ge Make the work eas}er and anv special information 
Use clean mutton cloth to keep away dirt which may enter the radiator "  
Unscrew sfowly in  an anti- clockwise direction , If the englne has been running ,. cap may be hoL in which case �t ts ;:.,dvtsab} e to hoid 1t with a c}"oth , Ktt1p your head away to avmd steam and hot water sp�ashmg you in the face o 

1-----------------+---------------�-----·--3 o  Check water level . 
4 ,  If there i s  not enough water � add some o 

5 .  Replace the cap ,  
6 ,  Check hoses and clamps , 

7 o Remove trash from front of radiator o 

Look into the opemng , If there  1s eno'igh wa rer ,  H wiJ :  show inside at the top , 
Use c] ean water in fact so c 1 ean that you too can drink i.L Do not pour water H the engme is  stm very hoL Add water to a point where it shows at the top ,  An excess of water wiP escs.pt: through over- flow pipe a t  the s1de , 
Screw the cap on secun.Jy , 
Open grme to see all the clamps and hoses leading from radiator to engine , Fee] hoses  with your finger by pressing them , If necessary 9 tighten screws on clamps with a screw driver , 
Use your hand o Anything else � metal or wooden , may damage the radiator ,  Too much trash interferes with the cooling function of radiator ,  Replace the grille securely 0 



Fig.  1 1 :  Topping up batteries . Unscrewing vent plugs . (From Massey- Ferguson) 



Break- down Sheet 
Subject Topping up the batteries " 

Stages 
Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master o 

1 0  Screw out vent plugs o 

2 0  Check level of the liquido 

3, Top up , 

4 ,  Close the vent plugs , 
5 o Clean the batteries , 

6 0 Make sure batteries are 
secure in position , 

7, Check earth connections , 

Key Points 
i\n.ything in a Sta.ge which mtg"ht � = 

Affect qua: ity 
Cause 1 njury or damage 
Make the work easi er 

and anv soedaI Information 
The vents open into the cells , To open them 1 turn the plugs in an anti -clockwise direction " 
Use your fingers , Do not place any metal 
objecL e ,  g ,  spanner , on top of battery , 
See if the level of th0 water j'i.ist covers the 
separat.ors inside , 
H the of the fluid instde is wo low , that is 9 the separators are exposed 9 pour m some 
distilled water in those ceHs where it is too 
low , Never over- filL 
Replace vent plugs by screwing them on by hand . 
Remove the terminals , one at a time Avoid 
knocklng the battery as thls will break the 
plates inside , Wipe terminals using a clean 
damp cloth , Smear them with petroleum jelly � 
e ,  g ,  ' 'Vaseline 1 1 , to avoid corrosion , Avold 
dropping dirt from terminals anywhere ,  
Be carefu.! that the liquid from mside the 
battery does not touch your clothes or skin 
because acid will damage them , 
Check the screws keeping batteries in 
position and make sure they are tighL 
Make sure the earth connections are still 
in position and firm, 



Fig . 12 :  Checking fuel . (Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



Break- down Sheet 

Subject Checking and Filling up Fuel Tank 

Stages 

Go through the job or Subject , 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master o 

L Wipe top of the tank and 
filler cap .. 

2 , Remove filler cap , 

3, Check amount of fuel in 
the tank 

4 ,  Wipe funnel 

5 ,  Put funnel spout into 
mouth of the tank , 

6 ,  Pour fuel into tank , 

7 ,  Replace filler cap , 

8 ,  Wipe clean around cap 
and top , 

Key Points 

Anything in a Stage which might � -
Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv special information 

Use a clean mutton cloth so that no dirt gets 
into the fuel tank , 

Unscrew cap in an anti- clockwise d1rectjon ,  

Look into the tank to set:, level of fuel 
insj de , 

The mside as well as spout of the funnel used 
for pour ing fuel inJo the tank must be dry and 
scrupi;.Lously clean , 

Ensure that the funnel rests firmly as i t  may 
be easily D.pset and cause fuel to sp1ll ., 

Be careful not to over- fill the tank b\,; t leave 
about 1 inch space from the top 

When the funnel has been removed . replace the 
fiHer cap and screw it on tightly , 

Some fuel may have spHled ove r o  If left 
there unwiped 3 it wilI attract dust to the tank , 



Fig.  13 :  Cleaning and refill ing air cleaner . Removing the screen element and bowl . 

(Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



6L 

Subject 

Break- down Shet: 1 

Cleaning and refilling Air cleaner ,  

Stages 

Go through the job or Subject , 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master, 

1 ,  Pull the vertical air 
cleaner out o 

2 ,  Open the radiator grille o 

3, Remove the detachable 
element and bowl , 

4 0 Check the oil in bowL 

5, Clean bowl and the 
screen elemenL 

6 0  Clean Vertical air cleaner 
and downpipe , 

7 ,  Check hose connections, 

8 0  Refill air- cleaner bowL 

9 o Replace detachable 
elemenL 

10, Replace air cleaner 
mto the tractor , 

Key Points 

Anythtng m a Stage which might -, 
Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv soecial information 

This protrudes through the top of the hood , 
lt can be detached by pulling upwards o 

The centre panel made of perforated sheet 
steel is removed by unscrewing the two 
chrome�plated thumb nuts , 

With your left hand , hold the bowl q while your 
right hand removes the detachable e!emenL 
Watch om that the contents of these do not 
drip on to your clothes o 

Use forefinger to scrape bottom of the bowl o 

If 011 1 s  dirty " empty the contents into another 
container o Don � t  throw old oil away , 

Dip tht:. two in diesel fuel and then wipe them 
inside and outside with a clean cloth , 

Use the cloth and push it inside the pipe , 

Check for possible air leaks Use screw 
driver to tighten screws on clips , 

Use proper oil grade , Refill bowl up to level 
mark 

Place it on top of the bowL Make sure that it 
fits flush into iL 

Ensure that the two rubber sealing rings on 
air - cleaner bowl are correctly placed ., thus 
sealing off a 11 air , 

i 1 L Close the grille , 

I 
Replace the centre panel and fasten it firmly 
with screws 

N o B, After cleaning the air-cleaner, start the tractor and then place 
the hand on top of the inlet pipe to block it c The engine will 
stalL If it does not stall . there ls a l eak somewhere , 



Fig · 14 :  Greasing nipples . Note cleanliness  of the grease gun nozzle and the grease nipple .  

(Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



Break- down SheeL 
Subject Greasing all the points , 

Stages o  
Go through the job or  SttbjecL Select suitable portions for learner to master 0 

1 .  Wipe the grease nipples  and the grease gun nozzle o 

Key Points 
Anythtng in a Stage which might 0

-Affect quality Cause injury or damage Ma ke the work easier and anv special information , 
Before greasing s use a rag to cl ean all the nippies o  These are usually covered in dust 9 and this dust can easily be pumped into the bea rmgs , 

2 0  Grease through the nipples ., Grease sufficiently t o  push out the dirL Two pumps are usually enough to replace the old dtrty grease , 
3 . Wipe the grease nipples o  I After greasing , use a rag to clean all the \ nipples , 

Checking tyre pressure o In checking tyre pre ssure of the rear wheels s it is important to keep the valve at 1 2  o 'clock position in order  to avoid letting 
water ouL Pressure is usually between 1 2 and 1 6  lbs , Use water gauge ,. 
Check tyre cuts and remove anything sticking on the tyres ,  
Tightening nuts and bolts , Use the correct size spanner ,  Pay 
particular notice to the nuts holding the rear wheels to the hub 9 and nuts on 
top of the hydraulic mechanism 0 

It is  more dangerous to over-tighten a nut than to under- tighten , 
Tighten as fully as they can go but use only the appropriate 
spanners - the ones supplied with the tractor " 



Fig . 15 :  Draining primary fuel filter . Note the small receptacle held below the drain plug . 
(Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



Exercise 2 0 
50- Hour Maintenance 
A fifty- hour peri.od corresponds roughly to one week for tractors 

which work only during the day o 

The procedure for demonstrating 5 0- hour maintenance is the same 
as that for daily maintenance O Agai.n emphasis should be on allowing learners to 
actually perform the services them selves , 
Exercise 2 0 Break- down SheeL 
Subject : Draining Fuel Filter o 

Stages 
Go through the job or Subjecto  Select suitable portions for learner to master 0 

1 o Loosen the vent plug of the primary filter o 
2 0 Open the drain tap o 

3 0  Close the drain tap o 

4 o  Tighten the vent plug o 

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage which might : Affect quality Cause i.njury or damage Make the work easier and anv soecia.l information , 
This plug is at the top of the primary filt er .  
The drain tap is at  the bottom of the fueI filter ,  Fuel will run out together with water which may have accummulated o 
Close when clean fuel begins to flow ouL Make sure that the threads are straight by turning the drain plug with your hand before using a spanner ,  
Check for leaks on the bowl , 

NO B o Hold a small receptacle below the vent plug to collect  the out- flowing water and fueL 



Fig . 16 :  Checking fan belt tension . (Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



Break- down SheeL 
Subject Checking Fan belt Tension 

Stages 
Go through the job or SubjecL Select suitable portions for learner to master o 

1 o Depress the fan belt with your forefinger o 

2 o Note amount of deflection o 
3 0  If too loose , adjusL 

4 o  Check fan belt wear o 

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage which m ight : Affect quality Cause injury or damage Make the work easler and anv spedal information , 
Pick the point midway between the fan pulley and the dynamo ,  and depress i t  with your forefinger ,  
Normal belt tension should allow deflection of the belt of between !n and 3/4 " , Check new belt after one hour service , 
Slacken off the two retaining nuts hol ding generator and the one adjusting nuL Pull generator with hand to a point producing re qui r.ed belt tension , Do not use a tyre lever or anything similar to pull the generator , Re- tighten nuts securely o 

See if the fan belt is wearlng out , If worn out 9 it will be frayed or thinner than it should be , 



Fig . 1 7 :  Adjusting clutch . (Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



Subject � Adjusting Clutch 
Stages 

Go through the job or SubJecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master , 

1 0  Hold the end of the clutch 
bearing shafL 

2 ,  Release the clamp bolL 

3 0 Press  the clutch pedal 
down , 

4 o  Tighten clamp bolL 

5 u  Re-check the pedal 
free travel o 

Break- down Sheet 

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage which might , -

Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv soecial information , 
Push the tommy bar through the hole 
provided near the end of the ch;;tch bearing 
shafL Doing this keeps the shaft from 
turning o 
Using the 11/16 " spanner ,  loosen the 
clamp bolL 
Clutch pedal free travel should be one incho 
Move the clutch pedal only one inch from 
its topmost position, 
When clutch pedal is one inch from the top 
re- tighten the clamp bolL Do not allow 
the clutch bearing shaft to move , 
After you have tightened the bolt s remove 
the tommy bar and then press the clutch 
pedal slightly with your hand, If the free 
travel is only 1 inch , then the clutch is  
properly adjusted , 



Fig . 1 8 :  Adjusting brakes . (Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



Subject Brake adjustment 

Stages 

Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master o 

1 .  Raise the rear wheels 
clear off the ground , 

2 .  Disconnect the brake 
return springs . 

3 .  Rotate the wheels o  

4 o  Depress the brake pedaL 

5 o  Check the pedal 1 s free 
travel . 

6 .  Adjust the brakes . 

7 .  Connect the brake return 
spring . 

Break- down Sheet 

Key Points 

Anything in a Stage which m ight : 
Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv special inform ation 

66 . 

Use a Jac k  and make certain that the front 
wheels will not move by pla cing some 
obstacle e ,  g o  brick ,  in front of and close 
to each front wheel o 

This can be done by unhooking one end of 
this spring. 

Using your hand 9 cause the wheels to turn 
by pushing them . 

As the wheels rota te , press the brake pedal 
down lightly until the wheel s stop rotating , 
Keep the brake pedal at that poinL 

Measure the di stance between the topmost 
point of the pedal and the point where it 
m eets with firm resistance . This should 
be 2! inches o 

If pedal free travel is more than 2! inches 
turn the self- locking nut clockwise . If 
less than 2! inches increase it by turning the 
self- locking nut anti- clockwise until it 
remains at 2} inches .  

If the pedal free travel distance i s  more than 
2! inches j the brake pedal will be stopped by 
the platform before brakes are engaged � thus 
being ineffective in bringing the tractor 
to a stop . 

Hook the free end onto its place 0 



Exercise 3 .  

100- Hour Maintenance , 

A 100- hour period corresponds roughly to two weeks , As in 

the previous exercises, instructor explains that when the hourmeter reading 

on the tractor shows that the tractor has worked for 100 hours '.i the driver 

must carry out the service which he is going to demonstrate , 

In demonstrating , he first points at the Maintenance Chart and 

shows learners the "C "-Service , He points out that both the "A " Service 

and the "B " Service have been demonstratedD He points at the picture 

and then locates the actual part on the tractor, He explains what 1s to be 

done to that part . 

Subject Changing Engine Oil , 

First he tells learners the following points to remember 

before changing Engine Oil : -

a) The Oil should be changed when the engine is hot . 

b) The tractor must be standing leveL 

c )  A clean container for catching the used oil must be used 9 

and must be kept in position below the sump under the 
drain plug, 



Fig.  1 9: Changing engine oil . Notice receptacle below drain plug . (Photograph by Graphic Arts ; CSIR) 



Subject Changing Engine OiL 

Stages 
Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master o 

L Clean around both the 
drain plug and the 
filler cap o 

2 o  Remove filler capo 
3 0 Remove the drain plug o 

4 o  Replace the drain plug o 

5 0  Select the correct oil 
and refill sump o 

6 0  Replace filler cap and 
wipe clean o 

7 .  Remove the receptacle 
from below the tractor , 

Break- down Sheet 

Key Points 
Anything in a Stage which might : -

Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv special information 
Use a clean mutton cloth to wipe off dust 
and greaseo 

Turn it anti- clockwise with your hando 
Watch out that oil does not shoot the plug 
into the receptacle o Allow oil to drain , 
When no more oil drips out 9 wipe the 
drain plug and screw i.t On o 
The colour code will show yo,� the correct 
grade of oil 0 Do not over- fiH sump o 
Turn it clockwise with your hand until 
it is firm , 
You may forget and move the tractor while 
the container is still below iL 

l 



Fig.  2 0 :  Changing oil filter . (Photograph by Graphic Arts , CSIR) 



Subject Changing Oil Filter 
Stages Go through the job or Subject , Select suitable portions for learner to master , 

L Remove filter assembly , and discard old filter element . 
2 ,  Wash the cannister o 

3 ,  Dry the cannister ,  

4 ,  Replace the old gaskeL 

5, Replace cannister and new filter o  

Break- down Sheet 

Key Points Anything in a Stage which might : Affect quality Cause injury or dama ge Make the work easier and anv special information Unscrew the long bolt at the top of the cannister , 
Use water or paraffin , 

69 0 

Use only a l inen cloth or chamois leather o Do not use waste or mutton cloth 9 as the fluff may remain on the ins ide surface and block the oil galleries o 

A rubber gasket is supplied with every new filter in its boxo This is used if the old one is in a bad condition ? that is 9 if it is frayed and less effective in sealing off air , 
When re- tightening �  make sure you do not over- tighten o Use a spanner not more than 6 inches long, A longer spanner may be awkward because of lack of space o  

N ,  B ,  Remember to place a receptacle below the oil filter to catch the outflowing oil , 



·subject Cleaning battery 

Stages 

Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master, 

1 ,  Clean top of battery posts and cables, 

2 ,  Remove cables from 
battery, 

3, Clean the cable clamps, 

4 ,  Apply petroleum jelly , 

5 ,  Replace cables on the 
battery, 

Break-down Sheet 

Kev Points 

Anything in a Stage which might : 
Affect quality 
Cause injury or dam age 
Make the work easier 

and anv soecial information , 

7 0 ,  

Use a piece of cloth soaked in a so! ution 
of Bi - carbonate of Soda and water to 
neutralise acids on top of battery and 
cables , 

Unscrew the nuts which clamp the 
terminals to the battery and pul l  the 
cables ouL 

Use a piece of cloth soaked in a solution 
of Bi-carbonate of Soda and wa ter to clean 
the insides of cable clamps , 

Use a small quantity of petroleum jelly 
( "Vaseline") to smear the cable clamps and 
around both terminal posts , Do not use 
ordinary grease , 

Make sure that you do not cross these when 
you replace them, The sizes of the 
terminal posts differ , One is larger than 
the other, The cable clamps will fit 
thelr respective posts according to size C 

I 
Screw the nuts tight , ____ ........_ _____ 



7L 

Break-down Sheet 

Subject Checking Eplcyclic hub Oil level , 

Stages 

Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master , 

1 .  Wipe area surrounding 
filler plugs , 

2 .  Remove the filler plug, 

3 ,  Check oil leveL 

4. Add oil if necessary , 

5. Replace the filler plug . 

Key Points 

Anything in a Stage which might � -
Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv soecial information , 

Use a clean cloth , The epicyclic hub 
filler plugs are situated on the rear axle , 
near the hub of each wheel , 

Use the correct size spanner to loosen 
the fHler plug , and then remove it with 
your fingers , 

on level is correct when It is level with 
filler plug hole , Push your fore-finger 
into the plug hole and feel the level of the 
oil inside , 

If oil level is too low 9 refer to the 
Maintenance Chart for a guide on the correct 
grade of oil and add some oil through the 
filler plug hole , Check now and again with 
your fore-finger until you actually 
feel the level of the oil inside , 

Screw it on with your fingers and tighten 
it with a spanner, It must not be 
over tighL 



I 
M A S S E Y  F E RGUSON -

A A A A A 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50BA 
10  20 30 40 50 

51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l OOCBA 
60 70 80 90 1 00 

101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 150BA 
l l O  1 20 130 140 150 

151 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 200DCBA 
160 170 180 190 200 

201 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 250BA 
210 220 230 240 250 

251 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 300CBA 
260 270 280 290 300 

301 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 350BA 
310 320 330 340 350 

351 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 400DCBA 
360 370 380 390 400 

401 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o ·  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 450 BA 
41 0 420 430 440 450 

451 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 500ECBA 

1 5!" 
460 470 480 490 500 

501 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 550BA 
510 520 530 540 550 

551 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 600DCBA 
560 570 580 590 600 

601 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 650BA 
610 620 630 640 650 

651 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 700CBA 
660 670 680 690 700 

701 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 750BA 
710  720  730  740 750 

751 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 800DCBA 
760 770  780  790 800 

801 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 850BA 
810 820 830 840 850 

851 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 900CBA 
860 870 880 890 900 

901 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 950BA 
910 920 930 940 950 

951 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l OOOFEDCB 
960 970 980 990 1000 & A  

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 000 HOURS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

- 30" --,, 
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Exercise 4, 

Using the Peg- board ., 
Maintenance may be carried out in detail but it is not complete 

without systematic and detailed recording of maintenance operations carrie:d 
aut o A straightforward method of keeping a "log-book" without writing anything 
is by keeping an up- to-date peg-board , The present exercise is intended to 
introduce the peg-board system and to teach learners how to use iL 

Learners must know how to read off hours from the tractormeter 
recording, Instructor assembles learners near a tractor and shows them the 
number which appears across the tractormeter , The figure on the extreme 
right of this number , which is white on a black background 3 must be ignored , 
It is the rest of the number which ; for our present purpose , is important o 

Instructor tells learners that this number stands for the number 
of hours the tractor has worked , Every time a tractor works for an hour 9 

it records on the hourmeter , As a result � this number increases , 
Instructor goes to the blackboard and writes down a number j 

say 00254 , He assumes that this number appears on the hourmeter , It 
shows that the tractor has worked for 254 hours , If the tractor works for 
another 1 hour 9 this additional hour will be shown on the hourmeter � so that the 
new number will be 00255 ,  After working for another 4 hours ? the total 
number on the hourmeter will be 259 (255 + 4L ignoring the two noughts, 

Instructor writes a number on the blackboard s say 0027L He 
asks the learners what the number will be after the tractor has worked for 
8 hours, One learner says it will be 279 ,  He writes different numbers � and 
asks each learner in turn to say what the number will be after the tractor has 
worked a few (gpecified) additional hours , 

When all learners have learned how to read the number of hours 
on the hourmeter � instructor refers to the peg-board , The peg- board has 
many holes punched on i t ,  These are arranged in rows across j and running 
down to the bottom of the board , On one side of the board ,, are n�mbers only ; 
on the other end are numbers and letters 3 like BA 9 CBA and so on ., At the 
top of the board� at regular intervals , is the letter A ,  

Explain , , . .  , 



Explain that each hole represents one hour a tractor has 

worked , One can transfer the number of hours shown on the hourmeter 

to the board. If the hour meter shows 0001 5 j it means that the tractor ha s 

worked for 1 5  hours , Always ignore the noughts before the number ,  

To show this on the board � one cm;:nts 1 5  holes on the board ,. along the 

first line � and places a peg on the 1 5th hole,  If  the hourmeter shows 

00252 � it shows that the tractor has worked for 252  hours , To repr esent 

this number on the board , one cou.nts 251 holes and then places the peg on 

the 252nd hole , To count 251 holes 9 however � would take a very long time 

Peg-board makers have counted these numbers for us , We simply look at 

the numbers along the side of the board and choose the n'C,mber nearest th e 
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one we want , For instance " we want 25 2 "  

there is 251 at the beginning of the 6th line , 

We look at the board 9 and see tha t 

H means that the first hole 

along this line is number 25L Our number 252  is therefore the next 

hole , We put the peg there , 

Instructor gives learners practice in transferring numbers 

from the black-board on to the peg-board , 

Interpreting the peg-bqard 

The letters at the top and along the right side of the board 

remind the tractor driver of what service'1·has to be done to the tractor 

according to the number of hours it has worked , Counting along the top row 

across the peg- board j we notice that at every tenth hole there is the letter A ,  

We know that every hole stands for one hour a tractor works , In other words , 

at every tenth hour 9 there is the letter A ,  

Looking at the Maintenance Guide 9 
we see the letters A j B 

9 
C 

9 

up to F along the left hand side of the chart , Against each letter 9 is a series 

of maintenance operations which have to be carried out on the tractors , Below 

each letter on the Guide 9 there are numbers 3 for instance 9 below A i s  1 0 , below 

B is 50; C s 100 ; D �  200 and so on , This means that A stands for 1 0  hours " 

work by tractor ; B for 50  hours; C for 100 hours; D for 200 hm.ffs , and so on , 

After 10 hours ' work 3 the tractor must receive all the service operations listed 

under A ;  after 50 hours , all the service operations listed under B , and so on , 

Turning / , . . .  



Turning to the peg-board 9 the letters have the same meaning : 
to remind the tractor drivers that as soon as the peg reaches a certain. letter 5 

say , A j the tractor must receive service operations listed under A on the 
chart ; and as soon as the peg reaches the letters BA j the tractor must 
receive service operations listed under B first and then those under A o  
We see � for instance , that on the pegboard at the end of the second row of 
holes ( hours ) � appear the number 100 followed by letters CBA , This means 
that after working for 100 hours � the tractor must receive service operations 
listed under C 9 plus those under B ,  plus those under A ,  

It is important to follow the order of the letters as they appear 
on the board , After 1000 hours for instance " we see FEDCBA , It means 
that the tractor must first of a ll rece1ve service operations listed under F 
which are : 

Repacking rear wheel bearings with grease (on M- F 35 t ractors} 
Changing Transmission (on ·: ,35 q and "65 
Checking Steering box oil level (on "35 ' '  and "65 ") 
Washing and greasing front axle hubs ("35 n and "65 ", 
Washing hydraulic pump filter  C ' 35 "  and "65 " }, 

and 

Then it must receive those service operations listed under E 
followed by those under D ,  followed by t.hose under C and so on until those 
listed under A o  If engine oil must be changed under D service and the same 
instruction applies to C 9 then obviously the order is only complied with once 9 

namely duri.ng the D service 0 

The peg-board can show only 1000 hours service 
9 

but the 
tractor may well work on for many more hours , There is no need to get a 
new peg-board for the same tractor simply because the board is full , At 
the bottom of the board appear "1000 Hours 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10" ,  
As soon as the tractor has clocked 1000 hours the driver should record this 
by pushing a peg into the hole under 1 ,  and then clear the rest of the peg-board " 
If the same tractor shm.;Jd reach 2000 hours the driver pegs under 2 and so on " 

Tractor drivers are expected to carry out all the operations 
listed under A (10 hoursL B (50 hours, and C (100 hours) themselves " 

Operati.ons / "  . . .  
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Operations under D �  E :i and F should however be carried out by a 

mechanic o IC therefore 9 the tra ctor reaches the '200 DC BA " mark, the drive r 

should report to the m echanic or anyone in charge , so tha t the D pa rt of the 

operations can be done by him , The rest (CBA) of the services wil l  thrn. 

later be carried out by the dnver o 

Learners must rem ember to l eave every peg on the board 

until the tractor reaches 1 000 hours L e ,  until the board is fulL 

Conclusion 

The present lesson has taught the learners how to keep the 

tractor in sound condition o It must be stressed to the learners that thei.r 

knowledge is useless unless they apply it constantly in practical situations ,  

Conditions may arise when the drtver may find that he has to make important 

decisions regarding the prompt carrying out of the maintenance procedures o 

It may happen j 
for instance ,  that urgent farm ing operations have to be carried 

out at high pressure j since delay might affect the whole crop O The driver may 

feel that stopping a tractor to service it may take too much tim e o  

However ,  an experienced driver who has carried out maintenance 

operations regularly will find that the tim e spent on servicing a tractor is  very 

little compared with the possible consequences of over- looking and by-passing 

the service needs of a tractor " A tractor driver may decide to rush on with 

his farming operation and successfully carry it out o But by over - looking 

certain tractor service needs s the damage done to the tractor 9 though not 

imm ediately discovered j m ay be greaL It might cost the farm er , or tractor 

owner a great deal 1 not only in term s of Rands and cents in repair bills 9 but 

also in term s of crop loss6s incurred as a resul t  of the tractor being put out 

of use when its services are needed for other urgent jobs , 

At this point of the learners ' training programme
J 

the learner 

should be able to handle the tractor well on roads , as well as attend to its 

maintenance requirements o What he still has to learn i s  how to handle the 

tractor on actual farm ing operations , The next lesson is designed to help 

learners acquire the essential basic knowledge of driving a tractor whil st 

pulling a plough � planter or cultivatoL 



LESSON VL 
OP ERATING IN THE FIE LDS "' 

Driving a tractor in sut,h farming operations as ploughmg 9 harrowing � planting and cultivating , requirt>s that the driver be thoroughly familiar with the tractor , He must be able to handle his tractor weU . He has to pay attention to the operation he is carrying out and at the same time �  he must be able to detect any sign of tractor malfunctioning .. Efficiency in carrying out the various operauons can be acquired with practice , The present lesson wm gr-'e the l earner the basic guiding principles whwh should help him to greater effwiency , 
The lesson is  divided into several exercises designed to introduce to the driver the parts of the tractor which are especially employed in farming operations ) and to teach him how to operate these " The learner becomes famihar with the most commonly used farm implements , e ,  g ,  plough , harrow , planter , cultivator

9 
etc , '.I and learns how to operate the three-point I inkage system and the hydraulic control s ,  

Throughout .) the Instro_ctor- must remember to apply the principles as followed in the first part of this Manual , It is also of utmost importance that the learners have experience in actually doing the work - thus getting the feel of the correct performance , 
Equipment � A tractor ;  Ploughs - Disc , Mouldboard; Harrow; Cultivator ; Planter , 

Layout / ,  . . .  
* NOTE � As indicated in the Introduction to the Manual this section on field operations has been dealt with in summary form , Some detail is given on "Ploughing" ,  but very little is supplied on "Planting" and 1 1Cu.l tivating n , This lesson would have to be elabor ated by the Instructor according to the princ iples used in the first pa rt  of the Manual , 



Layout : A small field which has been cultivated before (not virgin) o 

The farming implements should be towed to the field and lined up side 

by side m the following order : Mouldboard plough 9 Disc plough ? harrow , 

planter , cultivator " A tractor shovld bP parked In front of the row of 

implements 9 with its back towards the implements , Learners should 

stand facing the tractor and the 1mpl em( 0nts C 

Conduct of the lesson The instructor- points a t  the three links and explains 

how implements are coupled to them He then explains how the control 

levers m the hydraulic system work "  lJ e m ennons me uses of the various 

types of implements , He demonstr atE:s as he teaches , Learners are 

themselves then given turns to demonstra te the l inktng of each implement , 



Fig . 22 :  A mouldboard plough coupled to the tractor . (from Mas sey- Ferguson) 



Exercise l ,  

The three-point linkage System 

The object of this exercise i.s to train learners in coupl ing 

implements to the tractor by means of the three links " 

First ,  instructor points at the three linking pointS 9 the top 

link and the two bottom links , He mentions that the implements normally 

have linking points corresponding to those on the tractor , He points at 

the linking points on the plough ; 

To couple an implement to the tractor 9 the driver first 

ensures that the top link is in position on the implement , He backs the 

tractor so that it is square with the implement cross- shaft , and the tractor 

and implement top link connections are in line , The tractor must be 

correctly positioned before proceeding to attach lower links , He attaches 

the left lower link to the cross- shaft, retains it in position by means of 

the 1inch pin and lock ring , Then he attaches the right lower link in 

similar manner j using the levelling lever to bring the ball joint in line 

with the cross-shaft on the implemenL Finally 9 he attaches the top link 

He instructs learners as follows: -

Exercise 1 ,  Break- down Sheet 

Subject : Coupling the plough to tractor , 

Stages Key Points 

Go through the job or SubjecL 
Select suitable portions for 
learner to master o 

Anything in a Stage which might: 
Affect quality 
Cause injury or damage 
Make the work easier 

and anv special information ,  

7 8 ,  

1 .  Reverse tractor to 
the plough , 

Back the tractor up to the end of the plough 
which has the cross- shaft , Reverse very 
slowly and stop at a point when you see that 
the top link connection on the tractor is in 
line with the forward end of the top link 
on the plough , 
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2 o  Fit the left It is essential to start off with the left 
lower linko lower link because it has no levelling lever 

to adjust it once it is fixed , Make sure 
that this l ink is retained in position by means 
of the 1 inch pin and lock ringo 

3 o  Fit the right lower link If this is not level � the levelling lever 
is used to bring the ball joint in line 
with the cross- shaft on the plougho 
Retain it in position by means of the 
Unch pin and the lock ring , 

4 o  Fit the top lmko Place the forward end of the top link in 
tractor top link connection, Move the 
tractor slightly backward or forward until 
the top link pin can be entered , Secure 
it with 1inch pin , 

In detaching the plough or any implement, the order is 
reversed thus: The top link 9 the right lower link and the left lower l ink , 

I 



Fig . 23 :  Control levers in the Hydraul ic System . Notice hand holding the operational lever . 
(from Massey- Ferguson) 



Exercise 2 o  
The Control levers in the Hydraulic System , 
The object of tMs lesson is to show the learners how the control levers in the hydraulic sy stem work and then to train them in operating these levers ,  
The control levers should be demonstrated when an implement is coupled to the tractor , 
Instructor first points at the two levers : l ,  Positi.on Control Lever 2 .  Draft Control Lever Then he explains the functions and demonstrates the use of each lever separately 

L Position Control lever (Operational Lever, a) 

b) 

Functions (i) To raise the implement at the headland o 
(ii) To lower the implement into working position o 

(iii) To allow the operator to control the height of aboveground tools accurately , (iv) To give response controL 
Demonstrations The plough is attached to the 3-point linkage and the Draft 
Control Lever is moved fully down , The Position Control lever is raised and lowered in the Position Control Range , This raises and lowers the plough o 
To demonstrate the use of the lever stop , rai se the implement by moving Position Control lever half-way up the quadranL Then move the lever stop up against the lever in this position and lock with knurled knob , Measure the distance of the implement above the ground o Raise the implement fully and then lower it again to the stop , Measure again" The distance of the implement above the ground is the same as before o 
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To demonstrate the way Response Control works 

9 
move the 

Response Control to "FAST"  and lock iL Raise the implement 
fully and then lower the Position Control lever fully to the stop ., 
The implement will fall to the groundo Now 'I move the Response 
Control to "SLOW" and lock it , Raise the implement fully and 
then lower the Position Control lever fully to the stop , The 
implement wiU fall fast at first as you pass "FAST"  and then 
more slowly as "SLOW" controls the drop o 
In practical farming operation 9 remember � 

(i) FAST response for any kind of work in rough land , 
for high speed work and light cultivating 9 as in row crop , 

(ii) MEDIUM response for all types of ploughing operaUons , 
(iii) SLOW response for tined implements over normal 

types of land,, 

2 0  Draft Control Lever 
Function : To control the depth of the implement in the soiL 

It can be locked into positiorL 
Points to remember� 

(i) Going into the land, the draft lever should initially be set to 
the sector marks 9 L e , between the dots o 

(ii) Never use the Draft Control lever to raise an implement 0 

(iii) Never work a soil engaging implement with the Position Control lever higher than the Draft Control lever , 

With the plough coupled to the tractor and the tractor 1 s engine 
running � Instructor gives the following instructions: -



Exercise 2 o Break- down Sheet 
82 .  

Subject � Lifting and lowering implement using Pos ition Control Lever ,  
Stages Key Points Anythmg in a Stage which might � -Go through the job or SubJecL Select suitable portions for learner to m aster , Affec t  quality / Cause injury or damage Make the work easier 

1
1 

1===============�=a=n=d=a=n::::tv=s=,p=e=c=ia=l=in=f=o=r=m=a=ti=o=n='=======:;---,::r.-' -L Move the Response To lock tL turn the knurled nut upw�n ds 
1 Control nut to until it stops turning , I "SLOW" position,  I 1-------�i-------------··1 2 .  Move the Position Control Lever upwards ,  

3. Move the Position Control Lever downwards . 

4 o Move the Operational Lever towards you . 
5 o Move the Response Control nut to "FAST" position and lock iL 
6 .  Move the Operational Lever to "FAST" position . 

Hold the knob and pull it towards you " As you do so �  look at the plough " It will be lifted off the ground , 
Pu sh it away from you past the 1 1F AST" pos ition until it rests against the nuL The plough will fall fast as it pas ses "FAST ' ' ,  thereafter nsLOW" response will control the drop , 
The plough will be lifted off the ground , 
The nut is fir st unscrewed , pushed along its quadrant and then screwed firmly at 
1 'FAST" pos ition o 
The plough will drop down fasL 

N. R For Fast drop , make sure exercise is carried out on soft ground to avoid breaking the implement when it drops fa�L 

I 
i 
t 
· ' i 



Exercise 3 0  
The Soil Working Implements 
The exercise i s designed to make learners familiar with soilworking implements 9 such as the plough s harrow 9 planter and cultivator " It also makes learners familiar with coupling various implements 
Instructor names the implements , one at a time o He mentions and points at the importan t parts of each implemenL Then he mentions the main functions of the individual implements , 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

The Plough The two main types : Mouldboard and Disc o Ploughs are used for turning 9 loosening and aerating the soil ,  The Harrow � For breaking the sods � destroying weed and mulching o 
The Planter : For planting seeds of crops  such as maize 9 peanut � cotton , It adds fertilizer as it plants seed, There are special planters for potato seeds , 
The Cultivator : This loosens the top soil and destroys weeds , Also known as tiller ,  
After this s instructor asks learners to practise hitching the various implements on to the tractor , He emphasizes the importance of adjusting the level of the plough correctly o The plough has to be made level with the flat surface of the ground on which the tractor stands , This is important because it is easier to control the depth of the implement ' s  penetration into the earth i f  i t  i s  level with the surface o f  the ground , When coupled the plough must not be raised on one side and lowered on the other o Raising of the side should be made in accordance with the type of the soiL In heavy soil s �  it may be necessary to raise some shares so that they reduce the traCtOr V S load o 
To raise the side of the plough 9 the levelling lever on the right lower link is used , The same lever is used for lowering the side , 
The top link is also adjustable ,  It can be extended as well as shortened . If extended, it lowers the back part of the plough , If shortened , it raises the back of the plough , For normal ploughing operations the top link should be kept at its normal length which is indicated by the wider marks engraved on 1t , These are referred to as master grooves ,  



Exercise 4 o  Ploughing " 
The obJect of th1 s exercise is to show the learners how to handle the tractor and the plough when ploughing , 
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The instructor explains to the learners what they should do and watch out for �  e o  go that the link connections are firm ; that furrows follow contours �  etc o Then he demonstrates the principles involved by making the opening furrow , It is preferable to demonstrate on a strip of ground which has been ploughed before and harrowedo The idea is to demonstrate these principles without encountering much difficulty o 

Conduct of the lesson 
The learner reverses the t ractor to the plough , A plough i.s coupled o  It is important to keep the plough leveL To ensure thi s o all the share points should touch the ground , He lifts the plough and then drives to the edge of the field o He stops the tractor o Then he studies the contm�T of the field and counts six paces from the end of the field along the comm"'ss 0 

He sifts the dual range st-:! ector lever to "Low" 0 Thi s  range glves the tractor more power "  whilst "High ' '  range gives more speed , ln the "Lown 

range j the gears are simply L 2 and 3 respectively � but m "High n range they become 4 ,  5 and 6 respectively ,  In selecting the gears '.i you choose the one which will enable the tractor to work without being too strainedo In other words j you select the gear which wm be powerful enough for the pa rticuJa r task j and still leave the tractor capable of more reserve power in the same gear range , In ploughing )) you use gear number 3 in the low range , 
Before making the opening furrow 7 the learner makes a headland furrow , This furrow runs across the contours of the field 9 about six paces from the end of the field , It is kept shallow 9 about 4 inches deep 9 by using only one share and lifting the others with the levell ing lever ,  
As the tractor runs � the driver must constantly check the instruments on the tractor to see that the tractor is functioning properly j for instance ,  that the battery is being charged and that oil pressure is normaL If any of these is not working properly , or if he hears an unusual engine sound indicating engine malfunctioning he should immediately report to the mechanic or to his semor ,  
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Exercise 4 ,  Bre�t k= down SheeL 
Subject : The Opening Furrow , 

Stages Go through the job or Su.bjecL Select suitable portions for learner to master , 
l , Study the contour of the land ,  
2 ,  Open the 1 st headland furrow , 

Key Points Anything in a Stage which mJLght � .. Affect qp1ahty Cause mJury or damage Make the work easier and anv soecial information , . . j To cut down soil erosion , ploughing should ! follow the contours ,  L e 0 across tht0 slopt�S , I 
_ _  .,,, The first hEadland furrow should run paraUd. 
1· wHh the edge of the field, It should be about 6 paces from the edge , I t  should be 
1: shallow , about 4 inches deep � and should always be turned towards the land to be I ploughed , Headland furrows facilitate the quick penetration of the plough and make an even finish at the endo �--------------+--------------------·--� 3 ,  Make the 1 st opening run, 

4 ,  Fixate o n  3 objects .in line with the tractor , 

5 .  Make a straight furrow. 

6 ,  Open the 2nd headland furrow , 

This should be about 5 0  yds , from the edge of the held along the contours . Look over the left shoulder and lower the plough as the rear wheels c Um b out .of the headland furrow , 
The first object should be in the field " The second should be at the end of the field and the third should be outside the field,  These should be stationary e, g, marker poles 9 t rees or other landmarks , These enable you to make a straight opening , 
To achieve this s fixate on the obJect nearest the tractor , then when you are close to thi s 9 shift your gaze to the middle one , When you approach the end of the field

9 
shift your gaze to the distant object , If you want to / turn your head and look back, stop the tractor and do so , 

About 6 paces from the end of the f iel d s lift the hydraulics flick the steering wheel to the left , and turn the tractor to the left
5 parallel with the end of the field , When you reach the other end , make a U- turn to the left � and lower the plough , Open a strai ght headland furrow about s ix paces from the end of the field o At the other end of this furrow, l ift hydraulics and make a U- turn to the lefL When you reach the 1 st opening turn left and lower the hydraulics , 
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7 o  Make the 2nd opening With the tractor spanning the first furrow 9 runo throw another furrow out in the opposite 
direction 5 ensuring that no unploughed 
land is left in the centre When the rear 
wheels climb out of the headland furrow, 
l ift the hydraulics and simultaneously flick 
the steering wheel to the lefL You f1 ick the 
steering wheel at the end of every furrow to 
avoid sod falling back :J t the ( � of the furrow , 

8 .  Make a 3rd opening run " Steer so that the Right-hand front wheel is 
positioned to enable the plough to close 

I the opening of Runs 1 and 2 ,  
·-

9 ,  Make a 4th opening run o Steer so that the Right-hand front wheel is 
positioned to enable the plough to close 
the opening of Runs l qnd 2 ,  



- - - - �-

Diagram showing opening in arable land o 

CD 1st Headland furrow 

® 1st Opening run 

@ 2nd Headland furrow 

� 2nd Opening run 

@ 3rd Opening run 

® 4th Opening run 

X Fixating objects (sights) 



Exercise 5 o  Stopping a tractor with implement attached o 
The l earners should alr eady be famHiar with methods of stopping 

a tractor O In ploughlng 9 as in other operations 9 it is fimport8nt to do much work 
in  as l ittle time as possiblE:- " As a resrlt , wht�H: possible . somt moveme nts  
should be  eliminated , Jn stopprng a n ac�or , certain mov8mt::rits and me-ir 
sequence are very important in speeding up the operations , The foJlowing J S  
a break- down of  the exercise on  stoppmg the tractor o 

Exercise 5 D  Break- down SheEt 
Subject � Stopping the Tractor with implements attached ., 

Stages Key Points 
Go through the job or SnbJecL Select suitable portions for learner to master o 

Anyrthtri.g- In a� Stage which mtght ,; = Affec t (,:;;"rn.lHy Ca 1).se injury or damagt Ma k6 the work easier 1----------------1----a=n�d any speci,;-::t I information , L 
2 ,  

9 o  

Close the throttle "  
De- clutch o 
Apply brake s ,  
Switch the engine off , 
Push fuel cut- off backo 

Turn the hand throttl e l ever away from in an antf - clockw1se direction o 
With yff .. ff left foot 5 deprEss  the · ,,!Ch pedal to the first posHi.orL 
With your right foot ,  depress the brake pedal o Tfo s wtH cause the tractor to stop o 
Pt;Jl the fuel cut- ofL 
Leave the fuel cut- off at the postUon. of startmg the engine o This cuts  nme ir.. f fQbsEq-uent starting as it elimin& tes pushmg of the f\rnI cut- off , 

Release clutch , Lift your left foot from the clutch pedal and let  it come up o 

Place dual range Selector Shift the lever to the middle position.. lever into neutral position o 
Lower implemenL 

Return operatfonal Iever to fuU lift position , 

Turn your head over your right shoul der and , usmg ym:.r right hand j p·!�:.sh thf: ope nnrn:r.ull J.ev6r away from ymL This wiH ea·," sf'. thf'. :mplcment to sEtde on the grm;nd ., 
The implement wilJI. not bE hfted the engine of t.he tractor is started " Th1s 1s c,St_;h/ because it ensures the automatic Hftmg of the i mplement evt:n tf the driver hfas forgouvrr rn pt,,21 J the posuion control lever after st& rtrng the tractor , 



89 , 

Exercise 6 ,  
Planting , 
The object of this exercise is to make the learner driver familiar with the use of a planter ,  The method of operating a planter 1 s  the same as that for ploughing, The main difference lies in the importance attached to : 
a )  Straight driving in using a planter , b )  Making the correct measurement of  distances between rows , c )  Always ensuring that seed and fertilizer bins have enough seed and fertilizer , d) Some planters are driven by P, T � 0� 
The correct spacing between rows is important because the success of subsequent operations './ e ,  g ,  cultivation and harvesting�  depend on the proper spacing in planting , Before planting begins 3 the distance between planter wheels must be measured accurately and adjustments made , The correct seed spacing plates must be fitted , 
When planting is to start the distance between rows on the land is measured and marks are clearly ma.de . These enable the driver to maintain a straight course in planting , The driver must constantly look backwards to make sure all is well , It is possible to detect irregularity in the seed dropping through the plate hole in one of the rows , If the driver hears this ? he should stop the tractor and attend to iL 
In planting , the first line must have sights which help in the same manner as in ploughing , The subsequent l ines use a marker which is attached to the planter . 



Exercise 7 o 

Cultivating. 

This exercise aims at showing the learner drivers  the 

important principles to bear in mind when cultivating o Cultivation is 

normally done between the rows of plants o 

9 0 ,  

A s  in planUng , adjustments are made on the cultivator bEfore 

cultivation begins , The cultivator tines should work between rows of 

plants o The distance between rows is knowno H should be checked 

by actually measuring the space between two rows O In adjusting the 

tines j some space must be allowed , In other words � the tines should not 

be made to run very close to the plants o 

In actual cultivation process ,  the tractor pulling a 

cultivator should move a short distance between the rows , Then the 

driver should stop and inspect the cultivator to see if the adjustment is 

accurate o If the cultivator tends to be too close to the plants , further 

adjustments are made before full scale cultivation begins 0 

The depth of the cultivator should be checked now and again , 

It is very important that the driver keeps his tractor straight to 

avoid uprooting the cropo 



ANNEXURE I ,  

T E S T S  



L 
TESTS 

These are conducted at the end of the training period , The intention is to find out how well the learners have grasped the contents of the course O If a learner has been following the course from the beginning 9 the tests should not be difficult , There is nothing tricky about them o 
How to conduct the tests o 

It is important that prior to testing 1 each learner is kept ignorant of the contents of the test material O Learners should be told that they are going to be asked questions on what they have learned They will also be asked to do some of the operations they have been practising , They must be careful to do everything they are asked , and not leave out anything on any operation they are asked to do o The order of carrying out the operation is very important , 
In setting out to conduct the test 9 only the tester and one testee should be present at a time o  Nothing must b e  allowed to disturb the testee o 
The learner who has gone through a test should not be allowed to meet the other learners who have not been examined on that particular test , Nor must the other testees be aHowed to see what goes on in the testing situation until their turns come up , The tester does not encourage or discourage the candidate in any manner during the tests , 

Scoring the tests 0 

A tick (v') is made against the item that the testee gets correct 9 and a cross ( 1-.) against the ones he omits , In tests which are scored as a whole after the operation has been completed " e c  g, parking a tractor , the score is a unit of 1 0  points , Afterwards the ticks for each test are totalled up o If the score on a test is less than 75% (3/4 ) � the 
testee / ,  o • •  



testee fails that test ,  If the testee fails more than two tests , he is 

not good as a tractor driver " 

In unit tests 9 e ,  g ,  parking 9 the testee is given up to three 

trials o If he fails after his third attempt he has failed the particular 

testo 

iL 



iiL 

TEST L 
Naming the Parts , 

Instructor asks the learner driver to name the parts as they are pointed ouL e ,  g ,  
"What is this  ? 1 1  (pointing to  the part; 

SCORE SHEET 
TOM DICK HARRY 

L Combined Starter Switch / / X 

2 o  Fuel Cut- off v X X 

3 o  Gear Shift Lever / X ./ 

4 o  Dual Range Selector Lever / / 

5 ,  Clutch Pedal / X X 

6 0  Brake Pedals v v X 

7 .  Parking Latch >< / V 
8 0  Steering Wheel / / ·-
9 .  Hand Control Lever v / x/ 

l O o  Tractormeter X X X 
I L  Oil Pressure Gauge / / / 

1 2 .  Amm eter X V / 
1 3 .  Transmission Filler Cap / >< X 

1 4 .  Power Take Off (P TO) Lever / >( / 
1 5 .  Transmission Oil Dlp Stick / X >< 

1 6 .  Fuel Tank X / X 

1 7 .  Battery / X / 

1 8 ,  Radiator / / / 

1 9 .  Hydraulic Control Levers X X x 

20 , Wheel Valve / X x 

TOTAL 1 5  1 0  8 



TEST 2 0  
iv, 

Basic Maintenance Requirements 
This test is divided into 3 sub- tests � corresponding to checks 

made of oil 9 water and fuel 5 respectively , The aim of the test is to assess 
the extent to which learners have grasped the order of carrying out the tasks , 
It is important also to see if they maintain cleanliness , In each sub- tesL 
learner actually does the checking o As he carri.es out the steps mvolved 
he makes a comment explaining what he does 9 how he does it and tht:-
reasons for doing iL 

Sub- test 2, 1 Checking Engine Oil , 

TOM DIC K HARRY 
L Wiping area around dipstick 
2 o  Pulling dipstick out 
3 , Wiping dipstick 
4. Replacing dipstick 
5 ,  Pulling dipstick out 
6,  Reading oil level 
7 .  Replacing dipstick 
8 .  Wiping area around filler cap 
9 ,  Opening filler cap 

1 0 ,  Adding oil 
1 1 . Replacing filler cap 
1 2 ,  Checking oil level again 

TOTAL 



Sub- test 2 o 2 Checking and Topping up Radiator 
-. 

L 
2 o  

3 0  

4 o  
5 0  

Item Number 
Wiping area surrounding filler cap 
Removing filler cap 
Checking water level 
Adding some water 
Replacing the cap 

TOTAL 

TOM 

I 

DICK 

Sub- test 2 o  3 Checking and Filling up Fuel Tank 
r TOM DIC K 

1.. Wiping top of the tank and filler cap 
2.  Removing the filler cap 
3 0  Checking the amount of fuel in tank 
4. Wiping funnel or nozzle of hose or suction pump 
5 .  Putting funnel spout into mouth o f  tank 
6 .  Pouring fuel into tank 
7 ,  Replacing filler cap 
8 ,  Wiping off all spilt or overflowing fuel 

TOTAL 

I 

HARRY 

HARRY 



vi 
TEST 3 o  

Driving Forwards This test aim s at a ssessmg the learner ' s  ability to drive the tra ctor 
smoothly in a forward direction o Thi s  involves the manipulation of St·V"t- nd 
controls and includes chmlnng on to the driver ' s  seat, stanu1g the r ra (� to r  an.d 
steering it correctly , Note is made of all the movements the drr ev er rnn  kes -
A good driver should not be dottbrful in his manipulations , He sho uld also 
follow the proper sequence in manipulating the controls , 
�

1
er ' s  Name I Number I - - : --; 

Hem ----------- TOM i D! C K  j HARRY I 
1-----,..i��������------+-�4----·---+ -1 1 0  1 Check en�Ine 011 , water and diesel fuel , +- ! 1--=2...;..a -+--M=o=un---1t_d.;;..r_1=0 v=e�r;:;.,.'�s�s.._ea...a.t.;._·-_ ,_.;;.,,.;;;"---=..;;.;;.._"-'-"�-__;;.;;.;;.--a. ___ -+-----+----

·1 

3. 

40 

5 .  

6 .  

1 0 .  
l L  

1 3, 

14 ,  
1 5 ,  
1 6 ,  

Check that brake i s  en�aged firml v "  
Ensure that P TO lever ls in neutral oos:itiorL 
Depress  clutch pedal " 
Shift Di�al Range Selector lever into 1 1S 1 1  0 

Shift e:ear lever into neutral oositiono 
Release clutch pedaL 
Move the cut- off control to StartirnL 
Set hand throttle lever halfwav one.n o 
Start the ern!ine " 
Close hand throttle leve r ,  
Depress  clutch oedal , 
Shift Dual RanQ°e Selector lever to Low 0 

Grip Steering wheel , 
1 7 ,  , · Release brakes , 
1 8 .  Let the tractor move by releasi.ng clutch {!"raduaHv o 

1 

! 

l 

·1 1-1_9_, -+-_S __ t_e_e_r_t_h_e--c..tr __ a_c�t�o_r_s __ t __ r_a_i�g_h_L'"-----��------+------4-·���il-�-.�·-
1-2_0 __ , -+-..... S __ t...;.o_._1P__..;..th_e""""- __ t_r_a..;;.c�to __ r-""-, --------------4----+-1' _____ ____.'.-· ___ _ 

21 Shift e:ear lever to neutral oos1tion.  f--- I . 
TO TAL I I 



vii 

Reversing 

I 
I 

-, 

I te 

L Depress clutch pedal 
2 0  Shift Dual Range Selector lever to Low 

I 

3 o  Engage Reverse gear -- -

4 ,  Gri.p steering wht:::el 
5 v  Reiease brakes 
6 0 Face backwards 

--
7 ,  Let Tractor move (by releasing Clutch� 
8 ,  Steer tractor strmght 
9 o  Stop the tractor 

1 0 , Shift gear to neutral position 
TOTAL 



TEST 5 o  

;R:�Jes of the Road , 

L On which side of the rmi d m",; s" yo ; a--ways dnve ? 

3 0 Name 4 occa sions wh.1;L. yo . may :ri.ot ovt::crtak(- �- !H.11L1- I 1·· 1 c · 

6 o What must you. rtmembt,r  wh,H1c foD.owtng anorher 1, 1::·lL c ·: t  ·· 

7 o What does a wh1tl: cord 1ffJ O'J.S En.0 a}ong thG roo d r.c. ... aL > 

8 0  \Vhat do you do if you wam 1 0 tvrn t o  "hf ldt ? 

9 o Why do yot, sign.a •� ? 

1 0 0  If yCkt have t o  stop on thb roa d ,  where do yo, _,l park yff.:T 'l:Tf'h· c:, n ? 



TEST 6 0  

L, 

2,, 

Maintenance (Oral : 

Q�  How often shovld yq;) carry out the 
1 'A 1 1  St::TViC6 ; 

Q �  What op1e ra::,ons do VffJi do ·:.;�r,.d0r 
.' 'A_·� Serv�c�:._ ') 

2 "  2 Ciean fud sediment bowl 

2 "  3 Check gearbox ml level 

2 ,  4 Fff' Ra di:::i.tor 

2o 5 Check battery 

2 0 € Fili fuel tank 

2 0  7 Check tyff pressure 

2 "  8 Tighten nuts and bolts 

2 o  9 Air cleaner 

2 o  1 0  Grease points 

Q �  What operations do you do aftt�r 
50  hours ? 

A :  3 ,  1 Draining fv'.el filt6I 

3 0 2 Checking fan belt tension 

3 "  3 Checldng ch:tch clearance 

3 .. 4 Checking brakes 
------------·---------------------------+---! 

Q� What operations do you do after 
1 00 hours ? 

A O 4 , 1 Changing engine ot: 

4 ,  2 Changing oil filter 

4, 3 Battery cleaning 

4, 4 Check Transmission oil level 



5 ., Q� What are tht=: fust thrngs to do before you drive a tractor ? 

A �  5 o  1 Check engmt:: oil 5 ,  2 ChE ck wri ter 
5 o  3 Check f:1EL 

i------1-- - -------------------------------+·--t,---l 

I 

I 
I 

6 .  

.,., 
I C  

Q :  What is the most :f1mportant thing to observe alw�ws when. sen 1�:: !x1g a tractor ? A :  Cleanliness 
Q:  \Vb.at safr:!. y pru au.uons shou�.d yoL observe when 
Q :  7 , 1 

A :  

Q :  7 , 2 
A:  

Q :  7 o 3 

A �  

handling t&J �> 
Keep aH open fires away 8 0  g o  C�.garetre S ,  OpE-:n:cng rad1ator filler cap after eng1!1e ha s been runr,jng ? T1rT1 :.t slowly Keep your head away : n  case wate;r shoots o-.:: t , Topptng up battery ? Do not a!low battery water to splash on your clothes o 

Q :  Before pulling out dipstick from the engine what cleanHness precautions must you take ? 

A :  Wipe the area surrounding dipstick 
Q : What is the peg-board used for ? 
A :  9 ,  1 To record the. number of hours tractor has worked,  To show when service must be carnt�d ou.L 

I 9 ,  3 To show which service m ust bE i 
J_ carried OUt " L._ _ ·- -------+------� '. 



Xl , 

/ 

I m 

1 0, Q �  What does t:,�:1 ch  holE- on !tLt- pegboar d_ 
stand for- ? 

j 

A�  The n-,1mbe::1 of ho ;� rs the- tractor 
has worked ,  

l L  Q : �That do you. \.JSe for gr easmg the 
batteij' terrrnn.:-1. l s �> 

A :  Petrole 0�,_m c g , ' ' VaseUne : '  

1 2 9  Q : When in drn: rn_g a tractor , vou rrot"i Ct:': that there 1S some :,,i_n:;:sual sou.nd 

I from engine or tht· :'.ns t r,,,m t:. n ts show 
that the tractor J. S no! fur1.ctioning 
well l what sho " id V OLi, do ? 

A :  Stop the tractor immediateiy and 
report to ymff supervisor , 

1 3 ,  Q � What service do you_ carry mu when the Qegs on. the board ·r each the 
end of the line ·1 

A :  The service mdwated by the letters I 
printed on tht: right� hand side of 
the board ,  

14 ,  Q : Where do Y.QU find out how man:y- hours 
the tractor has worked ? 

A:  From the tractors hourmetero 

1 5 ,  Q �  \\There shouid �ou kee2 your feet when 
the tractor 1S runrnng �) 

A:  On the footrests , 

1 6 ,  Q �  Hbw should you keeQ the outside of 
y:our tractor always after work ? 

I 
A �  Free from dnt and dust by washing I 

l 
I 

and wiping o 
I I i ..... 



TEST 7 o  
Parking from the right 

For this test � tht-2 fou.r poIE:-s ust":d dt�ring the E:'Xercise a re-" 
employed o The learner 1s expected to park the tractor withm the foLr 
poles o The trainer watches aE the movements a learner makes c bt, 1  
does not help the learner o The learner passes this test if he is ah1 e 
to park the tractor without knockmg down any of the poles c The lf c, ! (:t" r  
is given three chances " ff he fails to park a tractor after these ht: 
fails the tesL 

xli 



TEST 8 ,  
Maintenance o Practical TesL 

This test aims  at assessing the learner 's  abihty to carry 0 1rtt maintenance operations on the tractor ., ln conducnng thts tesL can-=' should be taken that the learner tlnderstands the rea sons for carryrng out the operations , Some  operati.ons need not be carried ouJ pra cu as long as the learner can describe tn detail what is req_11i1·.red to bf; donP o 

Test on 1 0  hour Maintenance 
The learner miJ,st first mention , in proper SPrc;l�'erc.ct ,  an the services carried out on the tractor after 1 0  hrnn s I work" n.amt� y :  Check engine oH Clean fuel sediment bowl Check gearbox oil level Fil! radiator Check the bartery Fill fuel t&nk Check tyre pressure Tighten nuts and bolts Air cleaner Grease points Then the learner is to demonstrate any one or two of the operations o He may be asked to demonstrate the cleaning of fu.eI sediment bowl o The examiner watches  to see that the testee ts observrng cleanliness requirements '., and that he is carrying out every step in the operation o The test breakdown items for all fr16 1 0- hour maintenance services should follow the pattern a s  indicated in. Test 8 : "Ckar::.rn.g Fuel Sediment Bowl n "  

xiii 



TEST 8 0  

L 

Cleaning Fue:� Sediment Bowl 

Closing tap from fuel cut-, off , 
Cleaning outside of bowl, 
Unscrewing the bottom nut , 
Pulling out glass bowl , 
Emptying glass bowl of Us contents , 
Rinsing it with fuel, 
Replacing glass bowl " 
Opening tap from fue! cut- off 0 

TOTAL 

l ' 

xiv .. 

I I 

I 

: 

I 
_,, 

I 
-I 

l I 
! I I 

I I ! ! 
I 



TEST 9 ,  
Test on 5.0-hour Maintenance 
The learner must first e.m;merate in their correct ordEr thE: services carried ou.t on the tracto r  after 5 0  hours I workingo ThesE:: an� �  Draining fuel filter Checking fan belt tension Checking clutch clearance Checking brakes 
The learner is thereafter asked to demonstrate one of these services 9 e, g, draining fuel filter a He must go through all the stages in their proper order 9 as indicated in Test 9 � nnraining fueI fllter c ' 

Test 9 ,  Draining Fu el fit ter 
I 

1------.----------------------___;;�--"'----+---�--·-L 
3 ,  

Loosening the vEnt plug o f  the primary filter 
Opening the drain tap 
Closing the drain tap 
Tightening the vent plug 

TOTAL 

XV o 



TEST l O o  
Coupling an Implement to Tractor 

Learner 's Name 
Item Number 

1 o Reverse tractor to the implement I I 
2 .  Fit the left lower link 

-t-- j 
----------------------------L---- �--------+-------- --

' ! l I 
3 ,  Fit the right lower link l , l I ---------------------------�- ---- - � --------- -� --.+� 

i i I I I i . ! ! I ' ' ' l ' ---i -- +-- -� .. ·i-·-.. t-· ; Fit the top link 
TO TAL l ! I ! 

__________________________ __L___ -'K••L_�j__J 



TEST I L  

The Opening FtATrow and Adjusting Depth of the P}cough 

ThJls is an oral test o The learnGr is expected to descrfbe 
the various stages o The 1.earn6r is asked the following questions 0

� 

ay How would you go a bout making an opening furrow ? 
b) After you have made the opening 9 describe how you wmJd adjust the plough for deep ploughing an.d shallow plm; ghtng , 

xvii o 



TEST I L  The Opening F"�rrow and Ad1usting Depth of the Plough 
Score Sheet 

XVH l ,  

=---------------------------......... ---··--=·-.......------

L 
2 ,  

Study how the contom s of the fand run 
Tilt the plough to the left with the levelUmg lever to raise the from plm�gh shares 
Count 6 paces from end of the held along contours 
Open the first headla nd furrow across contours 
Mark the open:mg rim wlth stakes 
Make the first openmg run along contours 
Count 6 paces at end of open.mg r ,11n along contours 

----+-------�--------------------------------------------1- � 

10 . 
l L  

12 . 

14 . 

15 , 

16 , 

17 0 

Open the second headl and furrow a cro�s contours 
Throw 2nd opening run tn oppositt' di.u ction 
ensuring that no unploughed land 1s left in centre 
Tilt plough to lower the front plough shares 
Position tractor with right wheels in the opening and make 3rd opening run 
Position tractor with right wheels in opening 
and make 4th opening run 
Adjust the plough to make l t level 
Throw another furrow and check depth of the 
plough 
If the plough is too deep , shdt the Draft control lever up q towards yoJ L to raise it 
If the plough is not deep enough, shift the 
Draft control lever down to lower it 
When it is deep enough , tighten the nut to lock 
it in one position 

TOTAL 

I 
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APPENDIX A c 

DE_SIGN OF THE STUDY 

L 

2 .  

The aim of  the study was to  develop a systematic programme for 

training Bantu farm tractor drivers in 

1 .  1 the basic skill of tractor dn.v1ng; 

1 .  2 the driving of a tractor in actual farming operations 
e . g .  ploughing ,  planting and cul tivation ; 

1 .  3 the maintenance of a tractor du�ring the operatwn as 
well as at periodic servicing prescribed by the 
tractor manufacturers . 

The training programme wouid culminate in the wrtt.fng  of a 

manual which would be a standard guide for the tra ming of 

Bantu tractor drivers . 

The study would take the following course � 

2. 1 the field worker would acquaint himself with an the 
routine farming activHies in which a tractor is engaged ,  

2 .  2 A preliminary description and analysis of the job 
of tractor driving wouM be made . 

2. 3 The field worker would undergo training in tractor driving 
and maintenance ; followed by actual participation in 
farming operations mvolving the use of a tractor . 

2 .  4 In the light of practical experience gained through 
participatwn ln 2 .  3 above � the field worker would make 
a more thorough and comprehensive Hnal description and 
analysis of the job of tractor driving , 

2 .  5 Breakdown of the job of tractor drivingo 

2 .  6 The writing� up of the manual for training tractor drivers . 

2 .  7 Trying out of the techniques embodied in the manuaJ by 
actually training some Bantu as tractor drivers . 

In implementing the design , 

3. 1 Acquaintance with the ror:1tine farming acttvHrns 
involving the use of a tractor was covered by a v�sit 
of the field worker to the farms to observe the various 

farming / . , . .  



farming aictivntes,  The farms visited were selected 
under the g1j::.dance of th12 Sponsors 9 who in r: r made all the necessary arrangements with thE farmt�f  s 
concerned ,  In the selection of farms care was cx.::- r c r sed 
to ensi:Te va r 1 ery with rega:rd to the s1 2e fa.rm a nd 
the divers: ;y of tht: fanning activf Hes , 
On each fa:rm Yisned 9 the invt:stiga ttc»r cond\iCh--d ·_ ,_t.Jrma1 
interviews wfrh the Bau_ti;; operat1ves engaged n � r ac tor driving , He cht':cked to ascertain whether there wr0 r e  
any formal trai nmg centres :o and sought to drsco-H: r 1 h e  
nature of whatevr3r training facllin es wer e  avaF:_:, h t7 , 

3 "  2 Prelimina ry Ana lysis of the 10b of tractor dn.vmg,__, 
In this stage of the study , the investigator intE rv:ewEd 
experienced tractor drivers on the farms h€ \·;1s• ted ,  
The object of  the interv-rnws was to  prepare a system::mc 
Job description of a typical tractor driver , 

3 ,  3 Field worker tra:ming and parHcipatfon � n  act% 1 

farming operations , 
The investigator had to be thorou.ghly familiar wHh the 
use of the controis of a tractor Thi.s ste.p in the desigr: 
could not be canted m,.t bE"cau"se of certain dHhc-;Ju es , 
Instead ., he received trc;ining iE  instructu,ig 1ear"1ers a t  a 
course givc=,,n by �he Sponsors , This was SS:;pplemented 
by informal practice with the tractor on the Spcmsors 1 
fields , 

3 ,  4 A more thorough and final analysis of thE: 10b of 
tractor driving, 
The experience gaJnEd :m 30  3 above highhghtcd certalr:. 
demands and c,c_ e s  not mentioned in the prevrnus draft 
job description , In the hght of thi.s experie1ce .  the 
investigator was ab!e- to decide what ought to be &mFn.dfcd 
or added on to the prr-liminary Job descnptloiS. ., 

3 ,  5 Break-down of the job of tractor drJ\vhtg , 
Guided by the available data and practical expbrience the investigator then broke down the job of tractor dnving 
firstly 9 into major categories , TMs was fol lowc�d by 
a finer break-down of each category into all the steps involved in each operat10n , This breakdown followed the 
T, W, L principles , In add1t10n use was made of the 
available l iterature on the training of dnvers v T he 
breakdown had ,. however to be geared to b t  :.n w th 
Bantu concepts and abH ities , 



3 J 6 Wri ti}lg:-up of the Manual 

The Manual was written In English ,  Actl;;al 
photographs were used to illustrate som e points , 

3 0 7 Trying out the Manua2 

The Manual was tri.ed out in draft form by usrng 1 t to 

train a group of learner tractor drivers , The final 

contents of the manual ,, therefore , incorporate all 

the changes necessitated by this trial 

implementation , 
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APPENDIX B a 

JOB DESCRIPTION FARM TRACTOR DRIVER 

Summary 

Operates a tractor and attached implements to carry om a 

variety of farming operations such as ploughing 2 planting , cultivat" n.g 

spraying crops with insecticides 9 operating a baler , etc o TMs involves ; 

L Driving tractor along roads or in the fields , adjusting spE. t:d 

and direction of travel by selectively (and sometimes simultaneou.sly1 

manipulating gears , brakes , clutch and other controls" 

2 0  Attaching implements to tractor by means of Hnk connections 

and setting and adjusting implements (e o g o  width of spaces between 

planter units) according to the particular operation to b6 performed� 

3 o  Controlling and manoeuvring both t:ractor and attached 

implements to carry out farming operations
j 

ensuring e o  g ,  that crop 

rows are evenly spaced, earth- working implements are at the correct 

depth 9 etc o 

Keeps tractor clean and services it at set intervals according 

to a standard maintenance procedure o Service requirements include 

e o  go adjusting brakes 5 cleaning or changing on filter element , adr::sting 

fan belt tension, draining primary fuel filter 9 etc O Wh.He dn.vfr;.g 

constantly ensures tractor is functioning properly ? e O g O by checking 

panel instrument readings and listening to engine sounds 0 



B . 2 

Drives tractor along roads and in the fields selecttvely 
manipulating the controls and co-, ordinating his movements " g " sJlm·,J(?aneousl:y 
steering 9 closing hand throttle 1 and dechJt:ching to stop tra ctor suddenly :  
according to traffic regulations , the condition of  the road ,, readings ff''.: pb 
instruments (e . g .  rev , gauge ; the naLxs of the load he IS towing 1C g ,  pl ough) 
etc . 

Before starting the tractor ensures that the gea r Iever cJ. '., .. d dh[i-1. 
power range selector lever are in neutral posftf, ons , To s12.rt the cng :: n.� , 
pushes fue1 cut- off control into the starhng posHfon ::md t1.:rns the start.-2 r- ·  
switch in a clockwise direction u Then depending on  the spe,::,d of  t r  avfl and 
power required � engages the dual range power seT ector lever inw e1tht:T 
High or Low range 9 and selocts one of six forward gears or the reve, r s :x:tg 
gear� Example: Reqt;Jres addHfonal power to tow a heavy load and therefore 
engages the Low power range and the powerfu.l though slow first gea:r � to 
drive the tractor with no addhional load along a smooth , fia.t road en.gages the 
High range and mas select the sixth gear ? !he 1bast powerfoJ but fastest of 
the tractor gears, 

To move off , depresses clutch � releasfis the brakes and fhf·n 
slowly l ifts his foot off the clutch pedal and opens up the hand throttl e 
(i, e .  the hand control lever} , Regulates engine speed by p�;;.lling hand 
control lever towards him (to increase speed} and away from him (to 
reduce speed) , Manoeuvres the tractor steedng H in the required 
direction; e, g, to reverse park the tractor into a small spa ct J,Jdges 
distance to swing into the space before stralghte:ning m.H. , 

Adjusts speed of travel according to conditwn of road 9 e ,  g ,  
slows down on curves and rough surfaces .  a nd the natare of the load  if he 
is pulling a trailer , In the fields ·usL'aaHy drives between 1 750  and 1 80() n::-vs ,  
per minuts, On roads 3 observes road rules and trnffLc signs . e .  g kc , ps 
to left hand side of road 9 gives approprt.ate hand signa1�s ) obst=-TVf·s f' ri'P or 
yield signs , etc , Is constantly alert to react to unexpected occ ,rr t:: : .. ces 
e. g .  to simultaneously close harrd throttle and de clutch sHE 

steering wheel ) in order to stop suddenly in front of ar� obstacle in the road , 



2 ,  Attaching and Setting implements 

Attaches implements " g , plou�ghs q ctJ.tb,ator s .  tra 1Jer s ·,1 
to tractor by aligning with and securing lmk connections to irnplemeru cross
shafts o Sets and adJusts 1mplements e ,  g ,  d12pth of plough . dfsr-,ance be. rw1:+n 
cultivator Hnes according ro the partic\J}ar farmfng conditions ')nde r whfch 
they are to be used , 

All implements are hitd1ed to the trac!or by mtmn.s of the three� 

point linkages, Other implements e ,  g ,  planter , are hnked to the power 

take� off shaft as welL Most implemeus havf a!so to bb set and adJusted 

before the:y are used o 

To hitch an implement aJ tgns the Unk connections wHh the 

implement cross- shafts by backing the tractor straight up to the implement ,  

Pushes the baH joint of thE lmk connection of the left I owe r l ink by hand 

into the cross shaft of the implement , SecurEs  1t m posHion by means of 

the 1 inch pin and lock ring . Attacht s the rtght lower Hnk in simHar manner . 

using a levelling lever to bring the baH Jomt in line with the cross- shaft of 

the implement, Then mounts the tractor , c1,nd places the forward end of the 

top link in the top tractor Hnk cormect1or:.. o mor(ng the tractor sligtl! .'. y 

backward o:r forward imlll thE: top Imk pm c :in b-::: t nt6r ed and sec\,red \Vfth 

Hnch pin o 

In adjusting implements consid6rs the type of work they are going 

to do, Some implements a re set for rows wh]ch are wide apart g e o g o 

planters set for planting meaHes , or cultivators working between rows of 

mealies , Some implements are set to work deep or shaHow �nro rhe so1l 7 

e o  g o  ploughs and cultivators 

lowered 9 e, go ploughs o 

Others can have rheir side s ra ised or 

In setting implements mcumbent may have to tJ se prec:st' 

measuring devices , e o  g o  rulers or tape mea sures such as whE.n setting 

the distance between cultivator rm.es o { A nne on the tor �s tnat part 

which actually penetrates the smL when the cultivator IS being used :1 

To adjust cultivator tines , incambent uses the appropriate s ize  spanner 

to loosen the nut which attaches each tmE:. to the cross- bar of lhE, cittJ va tor o 

Then he measures the distance along thi s cross� bar ro the next point where a 

t mE 



tine should be , The distance depends on the width of c rop rows , it may 
B , 4 

e ,  g ,  be 1 8  inches ,  He screws the tme on at this point and tightens it by means of 3: spanner ,  
In other adjustments , e o  g ,  in regulating the depth of a plough , he moves the draft control lever on the Hydraulic system of the tractor up or down its quadrant until the required depth ts attained ,  The depth to which he adjusts depends on the type of work to be done , To open a headland furrow 9 for instancF 9 the depth ts about 4 inches ,  In ploughing 7 the plough enters the soil det_-;per than tn cultivating , If the plough is too deep '.I the tractor may be strmined, 
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Carrying out Farming Operations 
Carries out a variety of farming operations such as ploughing , 

planting 9 cultivating 9 spraying cropS 9 cutting and raking grass etc o by 
manoeuvring tractor and attached implements e o  g, to follow contours of 
the land 9 to keep crop rows eveniy spaced 5 etc , 

Performs a number of farming operations such as ploughing 9 

planting and cultivating, Also uses the tractor to carry out such 
specialised mechanical farming operations as sawing wood , pumping water 
out of resevoirs 9 cutting and raking grass q operating a baler 9 and spraying 
crops with insecticides , 

In most farming operations 9 incumbent normally follows the 
contours of the land, In ploughing 9 for instance � only the headland 
furrows follow the slope of the land Always tries to make straight runs j 

so that the rows are evenly spaced ., To a chieve this 9 he makes use of guiding 
marks 9 such as poles fixed onto the ground 9 on which he fixates , 

In carrying out farming operations ,, attends to the tractor as well 
as the implement attached to ft , In plan Ung , murst make sure that the 
seed or fertilizer is replenished before it runs ouL Checks the amounts 
in the cans by stopping the tractor and opening the cans to see how much 
remains , In ploughing, must check to see that the share bolts are still 
intacL If the share bolt is broken , the plough share turns and faces 
backwardso Can detect this by merely turning his head to look at the 
plough behind , In ploughing � as in  cultivating 9 must raise the implement 
at the end of the row by lifting the operational lever of the Hydraulic system . 
.Lower the implement upon entering the field by lowering the operational 
lever , 

Works systematically 9 e ,  g o  in ploughing first uses leveHing 
lever to lift the plough shares, Leaves only one share down to open a 
4"  headland furrow, Makes the first opening run along the con.tours '.· 
making certain that it is straighL Makes another headland furrow at 
the opposite end of the field " Then makes the second opening run . 

alongside / ,  , , , 



alongside the first one . As he ploughs , adjusts the depth of the plough 
by means of the draft control lever , until he is satisfied that the plough 
is deep enough . Makes the third and fourth runs 9 and then continues 
ploughing 9 lifting the plough by means of the operational lever when 
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rear wheels cross the headland furrow 9 and lowering the plough when they 
cross the headland furrow into the fieldo 



4 .  Maintenance 
Maintains the tractor ensurtng it ls clean 9 in good working condition and regularly serviced . At set intervals services  tractor as indicated by a Maintenance Chart carrying out such operations as precisely adjusting brakes and clear�nce of the clutch "  
The tractor has to be kept in a good working condition , Maintains it during farm operations as well as at regular intervals prescribed by the manufacturers . 
Is guided by the Ma!ntenance Chart which shows the type of service to be carried out after the tractor has worked a specific number of hours . The hours are recorded on the hourmeter of the tractor . Records the types and frequency of service on the peg-board . The latter also indicates at what polnt a tractor must be serviced 9 and the nature of service required j e . g .  the pegboard shows that at 200 hour point, the tractor must receive D ,  B ,  C & A services . The Maintenance Chart shows incumbent what each of the services comprise . 
(i ) Checking engine oil level , (ii]! Cleaning fuel bowl , (iii) Tightening bolts and nuts 9 (iv ) Checking and cleaning air cleaner ,  (v) Checking battery 9 (vi) Checking fuel in the tank, (vii) Checking radiator water . 
In carrying out the different services makes use of various tools 9 e . g .  screwdrivers 7 spanners 9 grease gun 9 tractor jack ,  
In Servtce B ,  is required , among other things 9 to adjust the clutch.  This entails using precise measurements to fractions of an inch in adjusting the clearance of the dc�tch . If the ad}1J1stment is not accurate 9 it may cause the quick wearing Oti.t of the clutch plate o In adjusting the brakes j also uses these precise measurements , Must first raise the rear wheels O turn them freely and apply the brakes by 
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depressing / ,  , . .  



depressing the brake pedal o H the pedal j s free travel is more or 

less than 2!  inches 9 adjusts the brakes by turning the self-locking nut 

in this manner� if more than 2t, inches 9 turns the nut clockwise. 

If less than 2! inches 9 increases the pedal "s free travel by turning the 

self- locking nut anti- clockwise H remains at 2! inches . 

As the tractor runs 3 incumbent reads the instruments to 

see if the tractor is working well , Also listens for tmusual engine 

sounds and looks out for leaks of ml which may be a pointer to engine 

malfunctioning. If the tractor heats up fast or uses more fuel than is 

usual 9 these may be signs that something is wrong in the tractor. 

B .  8 

Besides carryi.ng out the rEgular maintenance requirements on 

the tractor 9 also cleans the tractor with water 9 and guards against 

causing its bodywork to be dented or its tyres to be mutilated. Reports 

any faults which he cannot understand to his superior. 
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